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Acquiring Three-Dimensional Data from Small Mammalian Teeth: Laser 
Scanning Eocene Marsupials 
 
By Nicholas E. Smith 
 
Three-dimensional laser scanning is an effective method of digitization in 
paleontology, but has traditionally been restricted to larger specimens.  The goal 
of this study was to develop a laser scanning technique applicable to small 
mammalian (< 5 mm) dentition.  Modeling protocols were developed, and a 
morphometric error study showed the system highly accurate (percent error = 
1D- 0.4%, 2D- 0.05%, 3D- 1.74%).  Automation and standardization were 
accomplished by implementation of a multiscan platform and autosurfacing 
macro reducing modeling time by 60%.  To highlight one morphometric 
application, 3D models (n=61) of three sympatric Eocene marsupials were 
digitized, and traditionally qualitative diagnostic characters were quantified and 
assessed.  All but two of the 19 characters examined proved diagnostic (p < 
0.05), and exploratory canonical discriminant analysis confirmed three distinct 
species.  Incorporating type specimens revealed a familial overlap, therefore, this 
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CHAPTER ONE: 3D DATA IN PALEONTOLOGY 
 
Technological advances have given paleontological researchers a variety of new 
methods for collecting 3D data, drastically changing how data are collected and 
permitting novel, sophisticated 3D morphological analyses.  High-resolution 
digitizers and scanners are unique in that the data they produce can be used to 
collect 3D data points from complex morphology, such as mammalian molars or 
tarsals.  The Reflex Microscope was the first commonly available instrument for 
collecting 3D data on small to medium sized specimens (e.g., Strait 1993a, b, 
2001b; Reed 1997; Yamashita 1998).  However, this method cannot be broadly 
applied, as the researcher has to individually select each point to be recorded.  
This method is useful for comparisons of discrete landmarks and features, but it 
is too cumbersome to collect the thousands of points necessary for accurate 3D 
characterization of even a single mammalian tooth.  Furthermore, the accuracy 
and resolution of electromagnetic (i.e., Polhemus 3 Draw Pro) or contact 
digitizers (Immersion Microscribe 3D) (Ungar and Williamson 2000; Wilhite 2002) 
make them impractical for working on all but the largest mammals.  Confocal 
microscopy has also been used for 3D model production of mammalian dental 
specimens (Jernvall and Selanne 1999; Evans et al. 2001) and is an excellent 
choice for very small specimens.  However, since this technology was designed 
for biomedical imaging of tissues, cells, and organelles, it has specimen size 
limitations.  Although specimens as large as 6 mm have been digitized with this 
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method, those above 1-2 mm need to be scanned in pieces and merged, 
considerably increasing the processing time (Jernvall and Selanne 1999). 
Two methods have proven most beneficial for 3D data collection of complex 
morphology, Computed Tomography (CT) and 3D laser scanning.  High-
resolution x-ray CT scanners have proven to be a valuable technology for 
producing morphological models of vertebrates from a broad range of specimen 
sizes ( Digimorph; Kobayashi et al. 2002; Silcox 2003; Clifford and Witmer 2004; 
Kay et al. 2004; Colbert 2005; Dumont et al. 2005, 2006; Claeson et al. 2006; 
Holliday et al. 2006; Rayfield and Milner, 2006; Macrini et al. 2006). CT data can 
be very accurate (the degree of accuracy depends on the CT scanner itself) and 
is the only technology useful for obtaining internal information, since it actually 
acquires sectional data through specimens.  For collection of surface feature 
data laser scanners can also be used (3Dmuseum; Paleoview3D; 
MorphoBrowser; Lyons et al. 2000; Boyd and Motani 2006; Delson et al. 2006; 
Evans et al. 2006, 2007; Motani et al. 2006, Penkrot 2006; Rybczynski et al. 
2006; Smith and Strait 2006; Strait and Smith 2006; Wilson et al. 2006).  Just like 
CT scanners, the precision of the models is scanner dependent, but can produce 
surface models of equal detail and accuracy, and are equally time efficient when 
both scanning and processing are considered.  The primary advantage of high-
resolution laser scanners over CT scanners is that they are less expensive and 
need less technical expertise to operate and maintain. 
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Lyons et al. (2000) were the first to utilize a high-resolution laser scanner in a 
paleontological application, by digitizing cranial elements of mosasaurs.  This 
study highlighted the potential for 3D laser scanners in the field, but noted that 
the computer processors at the time hindered the ability to manipulate the large 
files generated by the high-resolution instruments.    
Pre-dating the use of high-resolution scanners in paleontology were functional 
morphological studies, primarily on primate dentition.  Pioneering what they 
termed “dental topographic analysis,” Zucotti et al. (1998) imported laser scan 
data of primate molars into Geographic Information System (GIS) software to 
examine occlusal morphology.  This GIS approach has since been adopted by 
numerous mammalian researchers (Evans et al. 2006, 2007; Penkrot 2006; 
Ungar and Williamson 2000; Wilson et al. 2006) but while this novel technique is 
useful for viewing objects from a single orientation (the original scan view), the 
resulting models are actually only 2.5 dimensional.  While the scanners 
employed in these studies are capable of acquiring 3D data, GIS programs 
cannot handle “undercuts” thus specimen morphologies are restricted to 90 
degrees from normal or less.  This poses an obvious problem for complex 
morphologies such as molars with high cusp relief, or extremely curved canines.    
Evolving alongside dental topographic analysis has been the use of engineering 
programs in morphological studies (Boyd and Motani 2006; Dumont 2006, 2006; 
Motani 2004).  Software used in Computer Aided Design (CAD) and reverse-
engineering applications is not bound by the aforementioned limitations of GIS 
programs, and therefore yields true 3D surface models. While utilizing this 
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approach certainly has benefits over topographic analysis, most previous laser 
based studies have been applied only to larger taxa (e.g., mososaurs, 
plesiosaurs, ichthyosaurs, carnivorans).   Incorporating engineering based 3D 
data manipulation with a high-resolution laser scanner affords the ability to 
efficiently model smaller mammalian specimens.  Using the highest resolution 
scanner in existence at publication (LDI RPS 120), coupled with software 
package Geomagic Studio, the goal of this study was to develop a laser scanning 
technique applicable to micromammalian studies.   
Specific Goals 
The primary goal of this study was to develop and document a laser scanning 
technique capable of digitizing small (< 5 mm) mammalian specimens. The first 
phase of the process was to standardize the scanning procedure to ensure 
consistency between technicians.  Chapter 2 contains a detailed protocol of the 
laser scanning technique tailored to fossil mammal dental specimens.  It is 
written in a, step-by-step format intended to facilitate easy training of 
undergraduate technicians.  Chapter 3 is an exhaustive protocol for all post-
acquisition data processing in Raindrop Geomagic Studio.  This stage of model 
development is the most critical and complex of the entire process, and incorrect 
use can corrupt the morphology of the model.  Because of the media based 
nature of the project, this protocol includes multiple figures, and icons of 
referenced commands are embedded where applicable.  Once the protocol was 
designed and implemented, three additional goals were established to highlight 
the potential application of this novel modeling process:  
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1.) Assess the accuracy and precision of the laser scanning technique. To be 
utilized in morphometric applications it is imperative that the resulting models 
accurately reflect the morphology of the original specimen. 
 
2.) Automation and standardization of the technique for the mass-production of 
models for the PaleoView3D online database (http://paleoview3d.org). This 
database will house digital models of all type specimens of late Paleocene and 
early Eocene mammals of North America.   
 
3.) Assess the use of laser scanned models in morphometric analyses, by using 
a group of sympatric Eocene marsupials as a test case.  Three species have 
been preliminarily identified from the Castle Gardens locality, Bighorn Basin, 
Wyoming. The taxonomy of Eocene marsupials is extremely volatile, however, 
due in part to the ambiguity of characters used to diagnose group.  The goal of 
this study was to quantify and analyze traditionally qualitative diagnostic 
characters, and assess their potential in determining the alpha taxonomy of the 
Castle Gardens marsupials. 
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CHAPTER TWO: LASER SCANNING PROTOCOL 
Laser Scanning Theory 
While the techniques and applications of 3D laser scanners can be complex, the 
underlying principles of the data acquisition process are straight-forward.  
Coordinate point cloud data are acquired using stereoscopic laser triangulation, 
which utilizes a directional laser light source and a camera (LDI, 2006).   
The rapid profile scanning (RPS) unit is composed of a laser emitting diode, and 
dual charge coupled device (CCD) pixel arrays similar to those found in digital 
cameras (LDI, 2001).  The emitted laser beam is passively spread into a laser 
plane which is passed over the object to be scanned (Figure 1).  The laser light is 
then reflected from the object, essentially creating a 2D planar profile.  This 
profile, termed a scanline, is mapped onto the CCDs, which are oriented at 
known fixed positions (Figure 2).  Because the field of view (FOV) is of known 
dimension, via triangulation, the Y and Z coordinates can be interpolated.  The 
probe scans along the X-axis, thus the physical position of the RPS unit 
determines the X-coordinate for that profile.  Multiple scanlines are then 
assimilated into the raw coordinate point cloud data, similar in concept to the 
compilation of slice data from magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) and computed 




Figure 1 Laser Scanning System 
Laser scanning system consisting of a Laser Design Inc. RPS 120 probe 






Figure 2 Schematic Diagram of the Laser Scanning Process 
A laser beam is emitted from the diode in the unit and spread into a laser plane 
(1). The laser plane, appearing as a line on the sphere (2), is reflected and 
collected by dual CCD arrays (1). The resulting 2D profile is digitized and as the 
unit travels along the x-axis of the object, multiple profiles are collected yielding a 




Materials and Methods: System Overview 
The laser scanner used in this study was a Laser Design Inc. Rapid Profile 
Scanning (RPS 120) probing unit (LDI, Minneapolis, MN).   This unit is mounted  
on an integrated tri-axial automated CNC stage (Figure 1).  The laser diode emits 
a Class II visible red laser beam (670 nm wavelength) which is spread into a 
laser line by a non-Gaussian passive beam spreader (LDI, 2001)(Figure 2.1).  
This laser plane appears as a line on the specimen and serves as the non-
contact probe for the instrument (Figure 2.2).  The laser line is reflected off the 
surface of the object and collected by dual CCD optical sensors.  As the stage 
moves the RPS unit over the specimen along the x-axis, the sensors collect a 
series of 2D profiles at fixed intervals which collectively form a 3D coordinate 
point cloud of the surface (Figure 2.3).  At the highest resolution, surface line 
data are collected every 10 µm in the X-plane.  Multiple scanlines are then 
assimilated into a raw point cloud representing the surface of the object.   
Charge Coupled Device (CCD) Sensors 
The CCD sensors used in the RPS 120 are precision grade versions of CCD 
pixel arrays used in digital cameras or camcorders.  As the laser line profiles the 
object, the reflected light is collected and mapped onto the pixel arrays of the two 
identical sensors.  From the relative position of the profile on the columns and 
rows of the pixel array, the Z and Y coordinates can be interpolated. The 
dimensions of each array are 760 X 480 pixels, and are offset from the laser 
diode along X-axis by 6.5 cm (Figure 2).  The reasoning behind tandem sensors 
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is that the system cannot collect data from areas that it cannot “see.”   In order to 
minimize the effects of shadowing on objects with overhangs or extreme changes 
in relief, two offset sensors are employed.  This setup also maximizes the 
amount of data collected per single scanpass.       
Automated Stage  
The probe is mounted on a tri-axial automated gantry unit (ISEL Automation, 
Eichenzell - Germany).  This computerized numerical control (CNC) stage is 
integrated with the LDI Surveyor Scan Control software, having motion control in 
each of the X, Y, and Z axes.  Data acquisition is achieved by moving the probe 
over the specimen in a step-wise manner, essentially “mowing the lawn” with 
several pre-defined scan passes.  Motion is driven in all three axes by individual 
stepper motors, with ball-screw tensioning that control motions along the 
respective axis with reproducibility of +/- 0.01mm (ISEL, 2006).   
Computer/Software  
Despite complex scanning processes, only a moderately powerful PC is required 
for the entire 3D laser scanning process.  The computer used in this study was a 
Dell Dimension Desktop with a Pentium IV 2.0 GHZ processor.  The system had 
1 GB of RAM, which is a minimum for handling the complex geometry of the 
finished models. Because the scanning system is integrated into the video card 
and motherboard of the CPU, the software and instrumentation were designed to 
operate on the Windows 2000 platform.  Upgrading the CPU would be 
problematic, therefore, it is most beneficial to maintain the current operating 
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system, and replace the hard drive only if necessary.  Should this become an 
issue, a clone of the present hard drive can be found in the “Laser Misc.” drawer 
beneath the CPU, in S-264.  Terms in bold can be used as a quick reference for 
experienced users. The software used to control the stage and probe, thus 
responsible for collecting the coordinate data, was the proprietary Surveyor Scan 
Control 4.1 (SSC) software (LDI, Minneapolis, MN).  The version in use with this 
system is v. 4.1.009, which is based on the same platform as their earlier 
Datasculpt program.  Once the point cloud was collected, it was then exported 
into Geomagic Studio 6.0 for surfacing and rendering (Raindrop, Durham, NC).  
A suite of 3D analysis programs were used including Qualify 8.0 (Raindrop, 
Durham, NC), AutoCAD 2005/2006 (Autodesk, San Rafael, CA)  Mechanical 
Desktop 2005 (Autodesk, San Rafael, CA), 3D-Doctor (Able Software Corp., 
Lexington, MA), and ModelPress (Informative Graphics Corp., Scottsdale, AZ).   
 
NOTE: The following protocol was designed to streamline the laser scanning 
process for fossil specimens.  All parameters (e.g., linear spacing, exposure, 
etc.) are configured for ammonium chloride coating and applicable only to scans 
of single specimens.  A description of the novel multiscan platform will follow in 
subsequent sections. 
 
Specimen Scanning and Scan Parameters 
Once coated, specimens were mounted to the stage for the first of five scans. By 
default, occlusal view was chosen as the primary orientation of dental remains.  
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Path plans (essentially the start and stop positions for data acquisition) were 
defined based on the dimensions of the specimen and scan parameters (linear 
spacing and exposure) were configured.  The general rule for determining the 
appropriate linear spacing (step-size for the stage stepper motor) for isolated 
dental specimens was:  
• specimens < 4 mm in length: 10 µm spacing  
• specimens 4-8 mm in length: 20 µm spacing  
• specimens 8-12 mm in length: 30 µm spacing  
• specimens > 12 mm in length: 50 µm spacing 
Because all specimens were coated with ammonium chloride, the same 
exposure settings could be used. Based on the same principal as shutter speed 
in photography, exposure time in laser scanning is the duration (in msec) that the 
CCD arrays are exposed to incoming photons.  Underexposure yields little or no 
scan data, while overexposure leads to over-saturation and thus noisy scan data. 
Although both optical sensors are identical, by trial and error it was discovered 
that Sensor 0 must be set to a slightly longer exposure time to acquire 
comparable amounts of data.  With the ammonium chloride coating, the 
exposure for Sensor 0 was set to 0.35 msec and Sensor 1 was set to 0.25 msec. 
After all settings were configured, the surface point cloud data were collected and 
saved as an individual file.  The described procedure was repeated for the 
remaining four views (e.g., buccal, lingual, mesial, distal for dental specimens) 
and the scans were ready for the processing phase of the technique. 
Detailed Protocol for the Laser Scanning Process 
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1.  Power on the CPU.  Allow the computer to boot up entirely before powering 
on the laser or the stage and before opening any software. 
2.  Power on the laser by locating the Probe/Laser controller on top of the CPU, 
and turning the key to the “ON” position.  The power light on the front of the 
probe should now be illuminated, and the laser plane should  be visible.  
(NOTE: When powering the laser on from cold, the diode and CCD’s must “warm 
up” for at least 2 hours before scanning.) 
3. Turn on the monitor between the CPU and the stage.  This simple black and 
white television yields a raw real-time feed of the image profile at its current 
position.  This is essentially the “laser’s eye view.” 
4. Power on the stage by flipping the switch on the back right support arm of the 
stage to the “ON” position.  The stage MUST be turned on before any 
subsequent operations are performed.  Opening SSC with the stage powered off 
crashes the program, requiring a reboot of the CPU to correct.  Make sure the 
stage status indicator on the left stage support arm counts down to “0” before 
continuing to the next step. 
Should a stage error occur, the specific error will be indicated by a number in the 
stage status window.  The most common error, “2” indicates that the stage has 
traveled beyond its programmed travel limit, and has triggered a “bump-stop”.  To 
correct this, turn off the stage and manually position the RPS unit so that it 
clearly lies within the scanning envelope.  The stage can be manipulated 
manually by turning the aluminum knobs at the end of each stepper motor 
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(located far left for the x-axis, back of the stage for the y-axis, and on top for the 
z-axis).  Once finished, power on the stage and check the status indicator. 
 
5.  Open Surveyor Scan Control.  While the program is loading, the stage 
should automatically travel to the “Home” position, at the top-left corner of the 
scan envelope.   
This defines the origin (coordinate position 0,0,0) for the stage and is the 
reference point for all subsequent stage operations.  Although there is no feed 
back between the software and the stage once scanning begins, it is imperative 
that the starting frame of reference be defined as the Home position.  Similarly, 
all pre-defined path plans are assigned relative to the origin.   
 
The home screen of SSC (Figure 3) defaults to Scan1 and has no pre-loaded 
path plans.  The Scan1 window is further subdivided into the “Data Collection 
Mode” and the “Path Planning Mode” tabs.  In data collection mode, a real-time 
point cloud will appear as the data are being acquired.  Path plan mode is the 
menu from which the start and stop positions are defined for a particular scan.  
6. Click on any of the pre-set view icons at the top of the screen .  
This should show the theoretical work envelope for the system, outlined by the 




Figure 3 Surveyor Scan Control Homescreen. 
This is the default screen of Surveyor Scan Control.  It is from this interface that 
all scanning operations are performed. 
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7. Select the “Path Planning Mode” tab  to begin defining the 
scan pass (Figure 4).  The green and red trapezoidal shapes are the respective 
start and stop positions for the scan pass.   
8.  Left-click the green start trapezoid to select it . 
9.  Right-click on the trapezoid to bring up the Properties Menu (Figure 5).  Select 
“Properties” from the dropdown. 
 The “Scan Pass Properties” menu is an easy 
interface for almost every function used in 
SSC.  From the “Scan Pass” tab, the linear 
spacing (or step-size increment moved by the 
stepper motor) and the speed that the RPS 
unit travels between collecting scanlines can 
also be adjusted within this tab. 
 
 
10.  Click on the “Start Position” tab to 
establish the point at which the sensors will start 
collecting data.  Appearing in this menu are the 




Figure 4 Path Plan Window 
The Path Plan Window is the control hub for defining start and stop positions and 
configuring the scan parameters. 
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Figure 5 Path Plan Properties Menu 
Right-clicking on one of the start/stop trapezoids accesses the Path Plan 
Properties Menu. 
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left and right of each coordinate are two buttons: a single arrow and a double 
arrow.  These icons are the commands that control the stage motion, the single 
arrows take small steps (0.2 mm in all 3 axes), similar to the fine focus on a 
compound microscope and the double arrows take large steps (x = 7.5 mm, y = 
15.0 mm, z = 15.0 mm) corresponding in concept to the coarse focus.   
11.  Define the Start Position.  To determine the appropriate start position, 
move the stage (using the positioning arrows) until the laser line is centered on 
the specimen.  In the raw image monitor, make sure the specimen appears 
approximately in the center of the screen (Figure 6).   Once satisfied with the 
position of the specimen, arbitrarily move the RPS unit to left until the specimen 
disappears from the monitor.  Verify that the laser line is no longer in contact with 
the specimen.  Click “Where” and then “Apply” to define the start position. 
12. Click on the “Stop Position” tab.  Failure to switch over to the stop position 
will cause an overwrite of the pre-defined start position, requiring repositioning.  
13.  Define the Stop Position.  Move the stage back across the specimen along 
the x-axis (right in this case) until the laser line is no longer contacting the 
specimen.  Click “Where” ? “Apply” and the trapezoids should shift to the newly 
defined path plan.  Press “OK” to save all changes. 
14.  Once the path plans have been defined, press the “Table View” icon 
  at the bottom left corner of the panel.  Once in table 
view (Figure 7) only one path plan should appear.  To select this path plan, click 
on the black arrow under the “Order” column. 
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Figure 6 Realtime Scan Monitor 
Novice users should try to keep the specimen centered in the “viewfinder” to 
ensure that all pertinent scan data are acquired.  More advanced users should 
move the specimen to the top of the screen to achieve maximum resolution. 
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15.  Set the Appropriate Linear Spacing by entering the numerical value into 
the “Linear Spacing” column.  The program will default to the linear spacing used 
on the most recent scan. 
 
16.  Duplicate Scan Pass by right-
clicking on the selected path plan, 
and selecting “Duplicate With Other 
Sensor” from the menu.  Press 
“OK” and the second scan pass 
should be generated.  
 
17.  Set the Exposure Time by scrolling to the right and locating the “Exposure” 
column (Figure 8).  Set the exposure to 0.35 msec for sensor 0 and 0.25 msec 
for sensor 1 if using ammonium chloride or similar coating. 
 
18.  Optimize the scan by selecting both scan passes and right-clicking.  Select 
“Optimize” from the menu.  This reduces scanning time by reversing the path 
plans for the same scan pass (i.e., the start position for scan pass 1 will serve as 
the stop position for scan pass 2). 
19. Once all settings in Table Mode are defined, click in the grey portion of the 
screen below the table.  This is a bug found in this version of the software, but 
failure to do so can cause all changes to be lost.  Close or minimize the table 




Figure 7 Path Plan Table View 
This menu is the Path Plan Properties menu in tabular form.   
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Figure 8 Setting the Exposure Time 
It is ONLY from this window that independent exposure times can be set for 
sensors 0 and 1.  The default for ammonium chloride coated specimens is 0.35 
msec for sensor 0 and 0.25 msec for sensor 1. 
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20.  Start the scan by pressing the start button  at the upper left corner of 
the home screen panel.   
If at any time the stage appears to crash or collide with specimens, press the red 
emergency stop button located on the front of the stage (Figure 1).  This cuts 
power to the stage and will require SSC to reboot, but is well worth the trouble to 
prevent a system crash. 
 
21.  Save the file as a *.ssc file in desired location. 
22.  Save the file as a *.scn file in desired location.  This is the file format that 
will be imported into Geomagic Studio for the remainder of the modeling process. 
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CHAPTER THREE: MODELING PROTOCOL  
FOR GEOMAGIC STUDIO 
 
One major advantage of the laser scanning technique is the ability to merge 
multiple object views into a single surfaced model.  The key component of this 
method is the reverse-engineering program Geomagic Studio (Raindrop Inc. 
Durham, NC).  This software series was originally designed for 
industrial/manufacturing applications, primarily for quality control, with the 
capability of comparing scan data to original CAD designs.  The graphical user 
interface (GUI) of the program appears overwhelming at first, but for a quick 
overview of basic commands, refer to Section-1 Navigating Geomagic Studio 6.0. 
Section 1- Navigating Geomagic Studio 6.0 
Geomagic Studio 6.0 is user-friendly once one understands the basic controls 
and commands.  Unlike Autodesk products which utilize a command prompt, all 
Studio commands are mouse driven.  To manipulate models in Studio 6.0, a 
three-button mouse is required, with most modern devices enabling the scroll-
wheel as the third button.  Refer to Section 2 “Model Manipulation” to learn 
mouse controls. 
Graphical User Interface (GUI) 
The Studio 6.0 GUI is divided into three main sections illustrated in Figure 9:  the 
Manager Panel to the left of the screen (with 5 tabs), the Viewing Area (largest 
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portion of the screen where models appear), and the toolbars (top and right by 
default). 
Manager Panel 
The Manager Panel is separated into five tabs: Model Manager, Primitives, 
Textures, Display, and Dialog.  The contents and commands of each tab will be 
described briefly, but will not be exhaustive.  
1. Model Manager- It is within this tab that all “models” (e.g., individual 
scans, registered point clouds, polygonal surface meshes, datums, etc.) 
are organized (Figure 2).  The tab is organized with a rooted pattern; 
individual scans comprising a group all branch from the “Group” parent 
folder.  To make a model active, simply left-click on the model name to 
highlight it in blue (Figure 10).  Multiple models can be activated 
simultaneously by holding down the CTRL or SHIFT keys while selecting 
the desired model.   Right-clicking on a model name yields further options, 
such as: Hide, Ignore, and Create/Break Group. 
2. Primitives-The Primitives tab gives the user a quick interface to 
activate/deactivate display objects. By marking an option, the user can 
make visible: Points, Model Axes, Triangles, Textures, etc. (Figure 11).   
3. Textures- Textures can be applied to a model as a visual aid, and can 
be useful when distinguishing surface features.  Within the Textures 
menu, one can transform the appearance of the texture by changing 




Figure 9 Graphical User Interface (GUI) from Geomagic Studio 6.0.   
The Manager Panel is outlined in green, the Viewing Area in orange, and the 








Figure 10 Active/Inactive Models 
Group 1 (composed of the 5 original point clouds) is the active model and is, 
therefore, shaded green in the viewing area. The polygon object “Merged” is 
inactive and is thus grayed out.  
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Figure 11 Primitives Tab of the Manager Panel 
The Primitives Tab of the Manager Panel is a quick way to make models and 





Figure 12 Textures Tab 
The Textures tab adds textures to objects, which can be useful for distinguishing 
fine surface detail. 
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4. Display- To adjust display settings quickly, select the Display tab 
(Figure 13). Within this menu, it is possible to Disable Lighting, Display 
Model Information, and use a Front Plane.  The Front Plane function 
allows the user to “cut-away” points or polygons along a given plane 
(Figure 14). 
5. Dialog- The Dialog tab is the control panel for any active operation (i.e., 
Global Registration, Noise Reduction, etc.)  (Figure 15).  Once an 
operation is initiated, it must be completed or canceled before additional 
functions can be employed.  It is, however, possible to use other tabs 
within the Manager Panel concurrently, and an indicator at the bottom of 
the screen will show the operations status.  
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Figure 13 Display Tab 
The Display tab compiles the most commonly used visualization options into a 
single interface.   
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Figure 14 Front Plane 
The “Front Plane” function of the Display tab is a useful way to cutaway sections 
of a model to isolate a single cusp or complex.   
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Figure 15 Dialog Tab 
The Dialog tab is the control panel for all active operations, such as this polygon 






Toolbars & Menus 
Both the top and right toolbars are fully customizable, therefore, buttons and 
icons mentioned here can be located in different positions than described.  This 
walkthrough will describe the functions from their respective default positions.  
Standard operations (Open, Save, Cut/Paste, etc.), will not be covered, and only 
those functions pertinent to morphological applications will be emphasized.   
The Menu Bar 
 
File Menu- In addition to standard File Menu operations (Open, Save, etc.) this 
drop-down includes: 
 
Import- Allows insertion of multiple objects. 
Batch Processing- Permits application of and action to 
several different models simultaneously.  (i.e., with multiple 
files open, it is possible to batch process each model with a 
single command.)  
Screen Capture- Takes a static image of the viewing area.  
Multiple options allow for designated pixel densities and 
screen size, as well as background color. 
Edit Menu- In addition to typical Edit Menu functions (Cut, Paste, Undo) this 
drop-down includes:  
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Selection Tools- Menu of all tools used to select points or 
polygons including: Rectangle, Ellipse, Line, Paintbrush, and 
Lasso. 
Reverse Selection- Selects the inverse of the  
current selection. Useful for selecting isolated teeth from a jaw or 
multiscan. 
Select Visible Only- Selects only those surfaces in the current 
frame of reference. 
Select Through- Selects all polygons within the prescribed 
section, regardless of their visibility. 
Mirror Model- Flips model along assigned axis. 
View Menu- This menu is the control center for all 
viewing commands, both of the models and of the GUI. 
 
Rotate- Rotation options, either axial (X,Y,Z), or Trackball (free-form). 
Set Rotation Center- Change the axis point for model rotation. 
Shading- In point phase, adds a light source and shades points.  In 
polygon phase, select between Flat or Smooth Shading. 
Projection- Choose Parallel (rays do not converge) or Perspective 
(rays converge, making closer objects appear larger & vice versa.) 
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Tools Menu- The Tools Menu hosts a variety of management commands, 
applicable to all modeling phases (Points, Polygons, Shape) 
Datums- Allows creation of single or multiple datum planes.  
Datums are useful for setting frames of reference for 
measurements (Figure 16).   
Registration- Choose from Manual or Global Registrations, 
described in Section 3 “The Registration Process.” 
Options- This is the main options menu, ranging from color 
options to the file saving locations.  Select this menu for all 
general options. 
Macros- Opens the Macro Manager, where software macros can 
be created and edited.  Macros are a pre-defined set of 
commands that can be applied to multiple objects.  Defaults to the 
folder containing the Autosurfacing Macro.  
Points\Polygons Menus 
Studio operates in one of three phases, and switches depending on the active 
model. The three phases are: Point Phase, visualized as line scans or point 
clouds; Polygon Phase, illustrated by triangular mesh surfaces; and Shape 
Phase, which utilizes NURBS (non-uniform rational b-splines) surfaces.   Only 
Point and Polygon phases will be used for modeling morphological models, as 
the increased file size introduced by generating NURBS greatly outweighs the 




Figure 16 Datum Plane 













Reduce Noise- Applies a curvature algorithm to the projected 
surface.  Any points deviating from this surface, within a given 
threshold, are moved to fit the surface.  A spectral model of 
displacement is displayed within the Analysis option (Figure 17). 
Curvature Sample- Decimates points in planar regions, but 
leaves those in curved areas. 
Uniform Sample- Similar to Curvature Sample, but the density of 
points reduced in curved regions can be specified.  Incorporated 
into the Autosurfacing macro. 
Merge Point Objects- Combines multiple scans into a single 
object.  (Scans 1-5 become “Merged Points”).  Global registration 
is no longer an option once performed.  
Wrap- Converts point cloud into a polygonal mesh.  Use “Surface 
Wrap” for all laser acquired data.   
Merge- Essentially a macro incorporating: Merge Points, Reduce 
Noise, Uniform Sample, and Wrap functions.  The parameters of 
each operation must still be defined. 
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Figure 17 Reduce Noise 
The spectral model of this noise reduction illustrates the displacement (mm) of 












Clean- A smoothing function that recalculates the fit of the 
polygonal mesh to the underlying point cloud.  If the “Smooth” 
option is checked, the software performs a free-form smoothing 
of the surface by moving points and retriangulating the point-
polygon distances. 
Remove Spikes- Deletes polygons connecting to a single 
extraneous point (spike). 
Reduce Noise- Similar to the noise reduction of Point Phase, 
polygons are adjusted to fit the calculated “surface.” The degree 
of displacement is defined by the user and displayed spectrally 
(Figure 18). 
Decimate- Reduces the number of triangles used to represent 
the surface.  Specific triangle counts or percentage of reduction 
can be designated.  While decimation decreases file size, it 
compromises surfaces resolution. 
Refine- Opposite of the Decimation function, refining a model 
increases the number of polygons used to represent the surface.  
Refinement can move 3X or 4X vertices (in 3X:  1 original 




Figure 18 Polygonal Noise Reduction 
Polygonal Noise Reduction, moves deviant polygons to fit the calculated surface.  
Those triangles represented in green were not displaced.  The yellow-red spectra 
were moved in the positive direction (outward) and the blue hues were moved in 
the negative direction (inward).   
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Sandpaper- Free-form tool used to manually smooth regions 
of interest.  This is useful for straightening boundaries for 
aesthetics, but can alter morphology so should be used with 
caution.   
Fill Holes- Uses a curvature based algorithm to generate 
surfaces in holes or open edges.   Good for small areas with 
minimal variation in morphology (Figure 19). 
Flip Normals- Because polygonal surfaces are essentially  a 
2D “stamp” of an object, outside (positive-blue) surfaces are 
colored differently than inside (negative-yellow) surfaces 
(Figure 20).  Flipping Normals will reverse the polarity of the 
model.   
Engrave Surface- Essentially “stamps” text into a surface 
model.  Useful for marking specimens with unique specimen 
numbers (Figure 21) 
 
 
Analysis Menu- The Analysis Menu is the control panel for all calculations 
possible in Studio.  Certain analytical tools are available or 
revised in later versions of Studio, and will be noted in the 
text.  
Measure Distance- A point-to-point shortest distance 
measurement tool (Figure 22).  By clicking the “On Surface 
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Figure 19 Fill Holes 
The Fill Holes function is useful in areas where the laser scanner captures 




Figure 20 Flip Normals 
Studio generally assigns the inner and outer surfaces correctly, but the Flip 
Normals function, allows the user to reverse the two surfaces if necessary. In this 
example, the cream surface represents the outer surface, while the green 




Figure 21 Engrave Surface 




Figure 22 Measure Distance Tool 
The Measure Distance tool yields point-to-point minimum distances.  Note that 
the On Surface Projection option is selected on this model, and the distance 
measurement (dashed yellow line) follows the contour of the cusps.   
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Projection” option, the measurement will follow the contour of the surface.  
One disadvantage to this method is that the selection 
points must be on the model, and the method will only 
measure shortest distance between all 3 axes.   
Compute Volume- Calculates volumes of closed 
(watertight) models only.  Results are given in working 
units3. 
Compute Volume to Plane- In Studio 6.0, this function 
only calculates the volume of an object in contact with 
the plane.  In version 9.0, volumes are given for areas above and below 
the plane (Figure 23).  This is useful for quick volumes of a cusp.   
3D Compare- Used to assess variation between two objects, by applying 
a spectrum to positive and negative variations between the two models 
(Figure 24).  This function, by default, shows variation by giving the 
shortest distance between two objects.    
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Figure 23 Compute Volume to Plane 
Studio 9.0 allows the user to calculate volumes of closed or open models, and 
yields volumes above and below the plane.  
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Figure 24 3D Compare 
The 3D compare function graphically illustrates variation between two models.  
The yellow-red spectra show variation of the second model from the first in the 
positive direction, and the blue spectrum shows variation in the negative 
direction. 
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Section 2- Model Manipulation 
Model Pitch, Roll, and Yaw 
By default, the center mouse button (scroll-wheel) is utilized to orient the model.  
By holding down the center button, rotation is free-form in the X and Y axes and 
a set of navigation arcs are available to guide the 
user (Figure 25).  While holding the button, simply 
move the mouse in the direction of desired pitch 
(rotation along the X-axis) or roll (rotation along the 
Y-axis).  Yaw (rotation along the Z-axis) is achieved by grabbing outside of the 
arc and moving in the desired direction of rotation (Figure 26) 
Zoom 
To zoom in on a model, hold down the shift and right mouse 
buttons simultaneously, and move the mouse forward to 
magnify and backwards to demagnify.    
Pan 
To change a models position without altering its rotation, hold 
down the alternate and right mouse buttons simultaneously. 
Light Source Direction 
To change the direction of the light source, hold down the 
alternate and left mouse buttons simultaneously (Figure 27). 
 
(Center Mouse  ) 
(Shift + ) 
(ALT +  ) 
(ALT + ) 
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Figure 25 Free-form Navigation 
When using the track-ball (free-form) mode, the navigation arcs are useful to 
control object motion along a single axis.  In this example, changing the pitch of 
the model, rotates the model from an occlusal view to a lingual view.  
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Figure 26 Navigation Arcs 
Grabbing outside of the prescribed arc locks the model along the Z-axis, allowing 
model yaw.  Note:  The navigation arcs do not become visible until the button is 
pressed so one must “know” where the outside perimeter of the circle will be. 
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Figure 27 Light Source 
By holding down the alternate and left mouse buttons, it is possible to change the 
direction of the light source of the model.  
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Section 3- Manual Registration of Multiple Scans 
The first step of the modeling process involves registration of the original scan 
views (typically five).  This process is the most tedious, and most important, in 
terms of determining the quality and accuracy of the model.  Using Studio 6.0, 
simultaneously open the five *.scn files exported from Surveyor Scan Control by 
selecting “File ? Open.” If prompted with “File Options,” press “OK” to keep 
100% data for sampling.  All five scan files should appear in the Manager Panel, 
and should be selected.  In the Viewing Area, right-click and select 
“Shading>Shade Points.”  A light source will now be added for easier 
visualization of the point clouds.  Check that all views of interest are active in the 
Manager Panel, and initiate the registration process by pressing the “Manual 
Registration” button  on the top toolbar.   
 
Deleting Unnecessary Points 
Because extraneous points (i.e., mounting cork, the stage, etc.) use valuable 
RAM, it is beneficial to delete them early in the process.  The most efficient way 
to remove these points is from within the Manual Registration window.  Select the 
“Lasso Tool” , and highlight any points not pertinent to the model (Figure 28).  
(Note: For teeth mounted on pins, leave as much as the pin as possible, the 
straight edges prove useful in aligning the models.)  Removing the excess points 




Figure 28 Removing Extraneous Points 
Within the Manual Registration window is the most effective way to delete 
extraneous points.  Using a selection tool, select all unnecessary points from 
each view and delete.  
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Within the Manager Panel, click on View 1 (occlusal by default) to assign it the 
“Fixed” position, and define View 2 as the “Floating” position (Figure 29).  Set the 
“Mode” to “n-point registration.”  This mode allows the user to select up to 9 
points on the fixed model, and match corresponding points on the floating model.  
When choosing registration points, utilize prominent features (i.e., cusps, 
conules, processes) that are clearly visible on both point clouds.  Avoid regions 
along the perimeter of the model, because of complications with the “floating 
edge phenomenon.”   Select at least three corresponding points and try to 
disperse them throughout the model in a equilateral triangular fashion (Figure 
30).  When at least three corresponding points are selected, the two views will 
automatically “snap together,” in the bottom window.  Zoom in on one of the 
models, examining that the surfaces appear to be roughly aligned, meaning that 
the red/green points should appear evenly dispersed throughout overlapping 
areas (Figure 31).     If two views will not register automatically, the “Modify” 
function can be applied to manually align the views (Figure 32).  Once the views 
are appropriately registered, press the “Next” button at the bottom of the 
Manager Panel to group the views collectively as “Group 1.”  Register the 
remaining 4 orientations using the aforementioned method, maintaining “Group 
1” as the fixed position.  After all views are registered, press “OK,” to complete 
the manual registration process. 
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Figure 29 Assigning Positions 
To initiate Manual Registration, define View 1 as the “Fixed Position” and View 2 
as the “Floating Position.”  Always use 100% sampling. 
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Figure 30 Registration Points 
Select points that are evenly dispersed across the model in all three axes.  Avoid 











Two appropriately registered scans in the Viewing Area should have red and 




Figure 31 Appropriate Registration 
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Figure 32 Manually Modifying Registration 
When two views will not register automatically, they can be manually oriented by 
pressing the “Modify” button.  This allows the user to manipulate the floating 
model into the “correct” position. 
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Choosing Appropriate Registration Points 
When selecting registration points, spread them out evenly among all three axes 
and avoid multiple points along a single axis.  The scanning technician should 
have acquired sufficient regions of overlap on the specimen, but if necessary, 
use regions of the mounting wax or pin as targets. Because the registration 
process requires regions of overlap to be effective, some scans may be difficult 
to register.  Two orientations that are particularly problematic are the buccal and 
lingual views of lower molars (Figure 33).  Because the lateral and medial sides 
of the molars are shear, they are essentially 2D objects.  This makes 
triangulation difficult because the available regions are confined to a single plane.  
If too little of the opposite side has been captured, it may be necessary to rescan 
that view.   
 
Global Registration 
If some views appear to be misaligned after manual registration, the Global 
Registration function can be applied to the models.  This operation is similar in 
function to the manual registration, but considers all views in the alignment 
process simultaneously, rather than two at a time.  At this point it is helpful to 
select a specimen and zoom in, so that surface alignments can be observed 
when the function is applied.  Press the Global Registration button , and 
maintain the default settings, being sure that the sampling is set to 100%.  Press 
“Apply.” Each view will appear to shift around until convergence is detected, as 
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shown in the Manager Panel (Figure 34).  Multiple registrations can be applied 
until reaching the desired result.  Once satisfied, press “OK” to conclude the 
registration.   
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Figure 33 Problematic Registration Views 
Because of the shear faces of this view, registration points are confined to a 
single plane which is not ideal.  Choose points like 2 (entoconid) and 3 (pinhead) 
which are not uniplanar with point 1 (protoconid).   
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Figure 34 Global Registration 
After convergence has been detected, or the maximum number of iterations has 
been reached, the convergence statistics will be displayed in the Manager Panel. 
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Saving Files 
Because models are easier to manipulate individually, at this time it is advisable 
to save multi-scanned models into separate files.  The best way to save the files 
is by selecting them individually with a selection tool such as the “Lasso Tool” .  
Be certain that the “Select Through” button  is highlighted at the right of the 
screen.  This will select all points within the prescribed area, as opposed to the 
“Select Visible” button  which will select only those points apparent from the 
given view.   From the first model, select all pertinent points which will highlight in 
red (Figure 35).   After selecting all points, right-click in the model window and 
press “Reverse Selection.”   This should highlight all points excluding those of 
interest.  These points can now be deleted, and the model can be saved into a 
numbered folder with a unique specimen number.   Repeat the process for the 
remaining models.   
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Figure 35 Saving Files 
To save multi-scanned specimens individually, use a selection tool to select all 
points for that model.  Then reverse the selection and delete all unnecessary 
points.  This will leave points pertinent to the selected model which can be saved 
as a separate point cloud in a unique folder.   
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Section 4- Surface Generation 
This section will cover the conversion of a 3D point cloud into a wrapped surface 
model.  Because the Autosurfacing Macro has proven efficient for standardizing 
the process, its use will be described first.  The latter part of the Section will 
cover the individual steps of the macro in detail.  Before a registered point cloud 
can be wrapped, some minor editing may be necessary to prep the model for 
surfacing.    
Point Editing 
Ideally, minimal editing will be necessary to complete the modeling process, but 
certain problems do arise.  If a model appears to be particularly “noisy,” it is often 
helpful to remove points that are overlapping from multiple views.  During the 
Manual Registration process it was desirable to have significant overlap, but 
once registered, unnecessary points should be deleted.  Though it seems 
counterintuitive, the more scans overlap, the greater the chance for introduction 
of errors, resulting in surface noise.  One method that has proven particularly 
useful for eliminating extra points, is making only a single view active in the 
Manager Panel.   This allows only the points from that view to be selected, and 
points from all other views will be “grayed out” (Figure 36).  Using this method, it 
is easy to identify and eliminate overlapping points.  If the model is still 
unsatisfactory, a “Noise Reduction” can be employed, however, this function 
tends to over-smooth models and should only be used as a last resort.   
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Figure 36 Advanced Point Editing 
By activating only view 5, it is possible to remove any undesirable overlapping 
points, without affecting the other views. 
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Noise Reduction- The “Reduce Noise” command applies a curvature-based 
algorithm to the calculated surface.  Any points that deviate from that surface, are 
moved, and aligned with the statistically calculated surface.  The maximum 
displacement threshold can be defined by the user, to desired levels.  To employ 
the operation, select “Points>Reduce Noise” or press the “Reduce Noise” button  
.   On smaller models, (<100,000 points) a warning will popup stating that 
there are too few points to successfully reduce noise.  This may be true, but 
presumably the model must be extremely noisy to even attempt the reduction, 
therefore, ignore the alert.  Press “OK” and continue the operation. In the 
Manager Panel, select “Free-form Shapes” from the Optimize setting.  Set the 
smoothness level to “Min,” check “Maximum Displacement.” If no displacement 
value is entered, the maximum displacement will default to a calculated level 
dependant on selected smoothness level.  Select “Delete Outliers,” and check 
“Include Isolated Points.”  Check “Display Deviations” and then press “Apply” to 
view a color-coded spectrum of displacement (Figure 37).  If satisfied with the 
noise reduction, press “OK” to accept all changes and complete the operation. 
 
Autosurfacing Macro (Brief) 
To maintain modeling consistency, all subsequent operations have been 
combined into a single macro with pre-defined parameters.  (For a step-by-step 
walkthrough of each process incorporated into the macro, see the “Autosurfacing 
in Detail” section at the end of this Section.)  The macro must first be loaded by  
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Figure 37 Reduce Noise Function 
Spectrum cloud generated from the Reduce Noise function.  Points highlighted in 
green were moved 0.000 – 0.008 mm, to fit the calculated surface.  Yellow points 
were shifted 0.018 – 0.028 mm etc.    
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selecting “Tools>Macros>Manage,” or by pressing the “Manage Macros” button 
   on the Macro Operations Menu at the top of the screen.  Press “Load” and 
select the Autosurfacing Macro.gmr file.  Under the “Available Macros” heading, 
should appear 1) Autosurface 2) Smooth 3) Fill Holes  
4) Refine.   Clicking “OK” will load the macro, and return the user to the Model 
View.   In the “Macro Operations Menu,” the numbers 1-4 should now appear 
blue and active.   Press the “1” button to implement the 
Autosurface.   Once the operation is complete, all point clouds have been 
wrapped with a polygonal mesh surface, and the program switches automatically 
from Point Mode to Polygon Mode.  If the level of smoothness of the model is 
unsatisfactory, press the “2” button to perform a “Clean>Smooth” function.  The 
“3” button will automatically fill all holes less than 0.12 mm in diameter.  Finally 
the “4” button refines the model by subdividing each current triangle into four 
smaller triangles, which should smooth the surface without losing detail.  At this 
point the model is wrapped (represented by polygons) and can be saved as a 
*.wrp file.  The default setting saves the points with the surface model. 
Autosurfacing Macro (in Detail) 
The first step of the Autosurfacing Macro performs a Global Registration.  This 
function essentially recalculates the fit of the individual point/polygon models, and 
repositions them, to form a more cohesive surface.  To perform this operation 
manually, from the Manager Panel select all models which are to be registered.  
Select “Tools>Registration>Global Registration.”  From the Manager Panel, be 
sure to set the Tolerance to 0.0 mm, Sampling to 100% and Max iterations to 100 
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(Figure 38).  Press “Apply,” and if Update Display is checked, the shifting of point 
models will be evident in the Viewing Area with each iteration.  If the desired fit is 
not achieved, consecutive Global Registrations can be applied, although, there is 
usually slight variation between multiple registrations.  Press “OK” to accept 
changes; this operation cannot be undone. 
Select Disconnected Components 
The Select Disconnected Components command automatically selects those 
points (or clusters of points) that are separated from the majority of the other 
points.  For example, if you have registered scans of an isolated tooth, and one 
of the views picked up part of the mounting cork and wax, a cluster of 
“disconnected points” will be apparent (Fig 39).  Because the mounting 
apparatus only represents a small portion of the entire model, it can be selected 
using this function.  The Separation can be determined as: High, Medium, or 
Low, and the size of the components can be set from 0-100.  To use the 
operation go to “Edit>Select>Disconnected Components” and press “OK” if 
prompted about lack of points.  The Autosurfacing Macro, uses the conservative 
default settings of Medium Separation and Component size 5, but these can be 
tweaked manually. Press “OK” to accept and the selected components can then 
be deleted. 
Select Outliers 
Similar to the Select Disconnected Components command, The Select Outliers 
function automatically detects and selects all points that lie outside the range of 
the majority of points.  This operation is much more sensitive than the former and  
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Figure 38 Autosurfacing Global Registration 





Figure 39 Select Disconnected 
The Select Disconnected Components operation selects all points that lie outside 




is useful for selecting extraneous surface points.  The Sensitivity can be set from 
0-100; the Autosurfacing Macro uses a sensitivity value of 66.6.  To use the 
function, select: “Edit>Select>Outliers” and press “OK” if prompted about the lack 
of points.  Within the Manager Panel the Sensitivity wheel can be adjusted 
manually, to visually suit the needs of the model (Figure 40).  Press “OK” to 
accept the changes, and delete the selected points. 
Uniform Sample 
The Uniform Sample operation is derived from the curvature based sampling 
which reduces the number of points along a planar surface uniformly, but 
reduces those along curved edges based upon a predetermined density.  Set the 
Uniform Sampling to the absolute spacing between each point of 0.039 mm.   
Merge 
The Merge function is basically a macro in itself, combining: Merge Points, 
Reduce Noise, Uniform Sample, and Wrap functions.  The Merge Points 
operation combines all point objects into a single object (e.g., the standard five 
views of a specimen will be merged into a single point cloud).  The Uniform 
Sample command was previously described and is not repeated in the macro.  
The Wrap function is the primary operation responsible for the transformation of 
the coordinate point cloud into a polygonal mesh surface model.  Since the 
surface is now wrapped, this concludes the modeling process.  Further steps 






Figure 40 Select Outliers 
The Select Outliers command is similar to the Select Disconnected components 
operation, but has a higher sensitivity.  This allows the user to “manually” 
autoselect outliers.   
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CHAPTER FOUR: Morphometric and Casting Error Studies 
Introduction 
The previous two chapters documented the entire laser modeling procedure for 
small mammalian specimens, but what use are the rendered models if they do 
not accurately represent the original specimen? The primary goals of developing 
this technique were to generate models for the PaleoView3D database, and to 
utilize the 3D data in a morphometric analysis of the Castle Gardens marsupials.  
For our own analyses, and because the PaleoView3D models are available for 
public access and may be downloaded for use in morphometric applications, it 
was imperative that each model accurately represent the original specimen.  To 
illustrate the accuracy and precision of this new laser scanning technique, an 
extensive error study was performed in all three Cartesian axes. It should be 
noted that in each of the studies, the modeling process was repeated with 
consistent parameters throughout: coating, scanning, registration, and surface 
rendering (via the newly developed autosurfacing macro when applicable).  
Casting Error Study 
Because the goal of PaleoView3D is to digitize the holotypes and paratypes of 
Paleocene-Eocene taxa, specimens from many museums were involved in the 
process. Original specimens were scanned whenever possible; however, casts 
were also used since many museums are hesitant to loan type material.  
Additionally, for some species type specimens have been lost or damaged, so 
that casts are the only option. In some cases where types are lost or fragile, 
some museums are molding casts of earlier casts for loans. Given the use of 
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casts for PaleoView3D scans it was necessary to assess the accuracy of the 
molding/casting process. Shrinkage of molding and casting materials is a known 
common problem, and although manufacturers publish shrinkage rates, few 
studies (Evans et al., 2001) have documented rates for a single molding and 
casting procedure.  Furthermore, there has been no assessment of the error of 
multiple casting procedures.  Therefore, it was necessary to examine the 
variation between the cast and the original specimen, as well as any “casts of 
casts.”  
Materials and Methods 
Linear (1D) Error Study. Linear measurements are undoubtedly the easiest to 
acquire and 1D data are still widely used in paleontological applications.  
Because this technique was designed for small specimens of various 
morphologies, selection of an appropriate control object was key in assessing the 
linear accuracy of the modeling process.  A small (5.5 mm) machine tooled screw 
with a known thread-pitch (inter-thread distance) of 0.250 mm was chosen as the 
control (Figure 41).  The screw was scanned (0.01 mm linear spacing) and 
modeled three separate times on independent days.  Each model was composed 
of five scan views, and rendered using the autosurfacing macro.  Ten crest to 
crest linear measurements were then taken per model using the “DimLinear” tool 
in AutoCAD 2005 (Figure 41).  
Surface Area (2D) Error Study. To incorporate a second dimension into the 
study, the control object chosen was a one decimeter scale bar with known 
dimensions of 100 x 10 x 1 mm (Figure 42).  The surfaces of this scale bar are 
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ideal for calculating 2D area, and one long side (100 x 10 mm) was scanned and 
modeled three times.  Because only a single scan view was used in model 
creation, the autosurfacing macro could not be utilized in this assessment. The 
surface area of the models was measured using the “Calculate Volumes” 
command in 3D-Doctor, which also yields surface area data.  Since this 
measurement is a single command, the only source of human error is in the 
modeling process.  Scans were maintained at the highest resolution (0.01 mm) to 
remain consistent with the linear error study.   
Volumetric (3D) Error Study. The same scale bar used in the surface area 
study was modeled for the volumetric analysis (Figure 42).  This scale bar has a 
known volume of 1000 cubic millimeters (100 mm x 10 mm x 1 mm).  Modeling 
this object proved difficult due to the 1 mm thickness in the z-axis.  When 
attempting to employ the global registration, the software would consistently 
attempt to register the opposing broad surfaces as a single surface.  For this 
reason the autosurfacing macro was not used, but all steps and parameters were 
maintained minus the global registration.  Three replicate models were 
generated, registering six different scan views per model.  The volumes were 
calculated in Geomagic Studio 6.0 using the “Compute Volume” analysis and 
cross checked in 3D-Doctor using the “Calculate Volumes” command.  As with 
the 2D study, there was no potential source of human error in the measurement. 
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Figure 41Three-dimensional model of the machined screw used as the control object for 
the linear study. 
Taken in AutoCAD 2005, three crest-to-crest linear measurements (mm) are 
shown. The known thread pitch for this screw was 0.250 mm.
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Figure 42 Screen capture of the resulting scale bar model used in the 2D and 3D error 
study.  




For the casting error study, an isolated upper molar of Arfia junnei 
(UCMP 216155) was modeled using the laser scanning process.  This specimen 
was then molded using Dow Corning HS III RTV Silicone and cast with TAP 
Plastics Four to One epoxy resin.  The published shrinkage rates at 24 hours for 
these compounds are 0.2% and < 1.0% respectively.  The first generation cast 
was then scanned and rendered using the same technique.  Once scanned, the 
molding and casting process was repeated using the first generation cast, 
essentially making a “cast of a cast.”  This process was replicated twice more, 
resulting in a fourth generation cast.  Variation between the resulting models was 
assessed using the 3D Compare operation in Geomagic Studio 6.0. This 
operation generates a color coded spectrum model illustrating areas of 
correspondence and deviation between the two surfaces (Figure 43).  Areas of 
the resulting spectrum model that appear green illustrate regions of highest 
correspondence and deviate less than ± 0.018 mm in this study.  By default, 
surfaces at the higher end of the spectrum (yellows and reds) highlight areas in 
which the second model has positive relief, i.e., is larger than the original.  Those 
surfaces colored at the lower end of the spectrum (blues and violets) highlight 
areas of negative relief, or places where the second model is smaller than the  
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Figure 43 Screen capture of the 3D compare function in Geomagic Studio 
This figure highlights regions of correspondence and deviation between duplicate 
models of an Arfia junnei upper molar (UCMP 216155). Surfaces shown in green 
deviate less than ± 0.018 mm from one another while blues and reds represent 
regions of positive and negative relief, respectively. 
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original.  Because the epoxy is known to shrink, some variation will be introduced 
simply in the alignment of the models compared. Since we were examining the 
effects of casting on overall morphology, we chose not to scale the models, but 
to compare them as produced. 
Results 
Morphometric Error Study 
Linear (1D) Error Study. The resulting mean thread-pitch (known = 0.25 mm) 
from 30 measurements of the screw was 0.251 mm with a percent error of 0.4%. 
This slight overestimation is most likely attributed to the layer of ammonium 
chloride used to coat the object.  The linear accuracy was calculated as ± 0.001 
mm and the repeatability was ± 0.0005 mm.  With single µm scale accuracy, 
these results far surpass the manufacturer’s stated claim of ± 0.00635 mm.  
Surface Area (2D) Error Study.  The resulting three surface area 
measurements taken from the scale bar (known = 1000 mm2) were: 998.04, 
997.71, and 1002.67 mm2. The mean calculated surface area was 999.47 mm2 a 
percent error of 0.05%. The slight underestimation could partially be explained by 
an optical phenomenon that occurs at the edge of an object, when the angle of 
incidence of the laser plane exceeds 70 degrees from normal.  This alters the 
perceived thickness of the laser line that makes it difficult for the software to 
delineate the true edge of the object.  Because a single surface scan was used, 
this edge was most likely removed as noise in post-processing.  
Volumetric (3D) Error Study. Both programs (Geomagic Studio 6.0 and 3D-
Doctor) used to calculate the volume (known = 1000 mm3) of the three models of 
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the scale bar yielded identical values per model: 1007.54, 1026.15, and 1019.89 
mm3. The mean calculated volume was 1017.86 mm3 a percent error of 1.79%. 
The consistent slight overestimation is again most likely attributable to the 
ammonium chloride coating.  
Casting Error Study 
Comparison of the original specimen to the first generation cast showed the 
majority of the two models in correspondence, as illustrated by the green surface 
(Figure 44.1).  Areas of highest deviation were concentrated along the cusps and 
posterior margins of the tooth and the maximum deviation was in the range of ± 
0.018 mm to ± 0.073 mm.  The second generation cast varied from the original 
specimen a maximum of ± 0.018 mm to ± 0.073 mm, with most of the variation 
around the cusps and the stylar shelf (Figure 44.2).  With the third generation of 
molding/casting, increasing regions of negative relief (blue) appeared on the 
stylar shelf and peripheral margins of the tooth (Figure 44.3). The maximum 
deviation between the original and the third generation cast ranged from ± 0.073 
mm to ± 0.128 mm.  The fourth and final molding/casting generation showed a 
greater increase in negative deviation along the outer margins of the tooth 
(Figure 44.4). Compared to the original specimen, this model yielded a maximum 
deviation of ± 0.073 mm to ± 0.128 mm. 
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Figure 44 Results of the 3D comparison for the casting error study. 
The model of the original specimen was compared to the models of the first 
generation cast (1), second generation cast (2), third generation cast (3), and 
fourth generation cast (4). 
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Conclusions 
Morphometric Error Studies 
The morphometric error studies performed on objects of known dimensions 
suggested that these models are highly accurate.  The 1D study of linear 
accuracy resulted in a 0.4% error rate, the 2D surface area error rate was 0.05%, 
and the 3D or volumetric error rate was 1.79%.  Manufactures include theoretical 
numbers that represent the maximal possible accuracy of their instruments; 
however these typically not do include a combination of potential error rate for -
both scanning and modeling.  Surprisingly enough, the linear accuracy of +/- 
0.001 mm far exceeded the manufacturers claim of +/- 0.006 mm for this system. 
Analogous studies are not available to contrast how this scanner and this 
scanning protocol compared to other systems.  However, the importance is that, 
with this study, researchers wishing to include PaleoView3D models into their 
research will be aware of the error inherent in the models so they can take this 
into consideration when designing measurement and statistical protocols. 
Casting Error Study 
The casting error study demonstrated as expected that subsequent casting 
generations exhibit amplified shrinkage and do vary slightly from the original 
specimen.  In addition to the error incurred by multiple molding and casting 
generations, error from the scanning and modeling processes were incorporated 
as well, making this a “worst case scenario” repeatability study.  Examining the 
maximum of the deviation range (± 0.073 mm), for the first and second 
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generation casts, these results are acceptable for most morphometric analyses.  
The maximum variation for the third and fourth generation casts (± 0.128 mm) is 
certainly less desirable, but this is an extreme example, and most researchers 
would avoid analyzing a fourth generation cast even using traditional methods.                                
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CHAPTER FIVE: PALEOVIEW3D-- FROM SPECIMEN  
TO ONLINE DIGITAL MODEL 
Introduction 
Growing alongside the technology to produce 3D models is the computing power 
to manipulate these models and the Internet’s potential to make these models 
readily accessible.  The development of  online databases has also been driven 
by funding agencies, with increasing emphasis on the ability of researchers to 
disseminate data to peers, educators, and the general public.  As a result, online 
databases are becoming important tools in biological and paleontological 
research, teaching, and outreach.  Existing websites include compilations of vast 
amounts of data, in unique formats that are almost instantaneously accessible on 
the web (e.g., MIOMAP, MorphoBank, North American Systematic Database, 
Paleobiology Database, and Tree of Life). Additionally, with the introduction of 
CT and laser scanners to paleontological studies, sites are also now available 
that feature 3D models of fossils.  Websites such as 3D Museum 
(http://www.3dmuseum.org) provide visualization of a host of fossil taxa, and the 
Digital Morphology library (http://www.digimorph.org) houses many CT based 
models of extant and fossil vertebrates.  The MorphoBrowser database 
(http://morphobrowser.biocenter.helsinki.fi/) specializes in vertebrate dental 
remains and includes a shape search function, to locate taxa of similar 
morphology (Evans et al. 2005).  PaleoView3D (http://paleoview3d.org) is 
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devoted to publishing 3D models and related data of late Paleocene and early 
Eocene mammals (Strait and Smith 2006).   
PaleoView3D is the first online website whose primary goal is to allow users to 
download 3D data for their own research.  During the development of 
PaleoView3D several major issues had to be addressed: 1) how to standardize 
model production for consistency from model to model, 2) how to expedite the 
production of large numbers of models and 3) how to evaluate model accuracy.  
Standardization of methodology included consistent coating of specimens prior to 
scanning, and use of a consistent step-size (distance the laser travels between 
scan-lines) and sensor exposure settings during the scanning process.  New 
methods developed for expediting scanning and modeling included the 
development of a mutliscan platform permitting multiple specimens to be 
scanned and registered in unison, and the design of an autosurfacing macro to 
facilitate image processing uniformity.  Finally, many of the PaleoView3D models 
were based on casts as opposed to original specimens, an error study was 
designed to compare models based on casts versus original specimens. 
Materials and Methods 
Laser Scanning and Data Acquisition 
The laser scanner used in this study was a Surveyor RPS-120 probe (Laser 
Design Inc., Minneapolis, MN) mounted on a tri-axial automated stage (ISEL 
Automation, Eichenzell, Germany) (Figure 1).  Determining instrument resolution 
is not straightforward, because of its unique ability to incorporate multiple views 
of the same specimen.  Therefore, maximum resolution can only be given per 
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scan view.  A single scan has a theoretical maximum resolution of 23.0 µm along 
the y-axis and 27.6 µm along the z-axis, each of which are determined by the 
dimensions of the CCD arrays.  The resolution along the x-axis is dependent on 
the minimum interval (step-size) of the stage stepper motor which is 10 µm.  The 
probe has the ability to collect 480 points per scan-line with point spacing of 25 
µm.  As an example, the minimum number of points necessary to adequately 
cover the occlusal surface of a marsupial molar 1.5 mm in length is around 2,500 
points (Figure 45).  The software used to acquire the 3D data was Surveyor Scan 
Control v. 4.1.009 (Laser Design Inc., Minneapolis, MN), which is a modified 




Figure 45 Point cloud of left M3 of Mimoperadectes labrus (UCMP 212703) 
Registered scan views representing the 3D surface are: occlusal (green); mesial 
(blue); distal (red); buccal (orange); and lingual (purple). 
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Specimen Coating 
Unlike scanning electron microscopy in which high reflectivity is advantageous, 
the sensors in laser scanners require diffuse light.  This proved  
especially problematic for dental specimens (or casts) because the high 
reflectivity of the enamel (or casting compound) caused the laser line to 
“shimmer” along the surface of the tooth.  This created hotspots along the profile 
and yielded noisy point cloud data.  To reduce the effects of this phenomenon, 
specimens were lightly dusted with an ammonium chloride (NH4Cl) coating. 
Other compounds were tested (i.e, Spotcheck SKD-S2 Developer, Magnaflux, 
Glenview, IL; magnesium chloride) but ammonium chloride proved the lightest, 
most efficient, and easiest to remove.  To coat a specimen, the ammonium 
chloride was heated and vaporized in a custom built glass instrument and then 
mouth-blown onto the surface of the specimen (Figure 46).  As illustrated on a 
stainless steel scale bar, this coating was very effective in diffusing the laser 
light, and provided crisp reflections of the laser line (Figure 47).  Beyond its 
diffusive effect, the specimen coating also enhanced the accuracy of the scans 
by yielding a consistent surface from one specimen from the next.  Because 
variations in specimen color and texture have a profound effect on the laser’s 
probe, the coating standardized the scan parameters and served to automate the 






Figure 46 Coating a specimen with ammonium chloride (NH4Cl) 
The compound is heated and vaporized in a glass instrument and then mouth-





Figure 47 Diffusing the laser reflectivity with ammonium chloride 
Reflection of the laser line along a stainless steel scale bar illustrates the need to 
coat reflective objects. The left half of the bar was left uncoated while the right 
side was lightly dusted with ammonium chloride.   
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Automation and Standardization of the Scanning and Modeling Process 
 
Development of the Multiscan Platform. While the aforementioned scanning 
procedure was effective in scanning individual specimens, to expedite the 
modeling process, it was necessary to scan and render multiple specimens 
simultaneously.  This was accomplished by the development of a nine specimen 
multiscan platform (Figure 48).  Because all models for PaleoView3D are 
complete 3D surfaces, it was necessary to adopt a rotational scanning approach 
to adequately cover the entire surface of the specimens.  Although complete 
automation of the scanning process would have been possible with a 
manufactured motorized rotary stage, integrating it into the existing system would 
have been expensive (~ 10,000 USD).  Additionally, with the extra stage mount, 
the work envelope would also have been greatly reduced.  Borrowing from rotary 
designs of existing stages, a low-cost (< 20 USD) multiscan platform was 
constructed and functions as a manual version of a rotary stage.  This bolt-on 
specimen holder permitted simultaneous scanning of up to nine small (< 5 mm) 
specimens.  The nine specimen platform was chosen because the 3 x 3 design 
was the maximum size square that would fit within the work envelope without 
shading lower specimens when the stage was tilted.  The stage mount and the 
platform (to which the specimens were affixed) were constructed of wood and the 
mounting brackets were modified lid support hinge rails.  Four brackets were 
mounted to the platform, one on each side, so that it could be bolted down to the 




Figure 48 Multiscan Platform (following page) 
The multiscan platform with nine early Eocene marsupial molars (1). Figures 2-6 
show the fixed stage positions for the five standard scan views. Figures 7-11 
show representative point cloud data for each corresponding position: occlusal 




Figure 48 Multiscan Platform 
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Standard specimen mounting corks were glued to the platform, and the mounting 
pins were inserted into the corks, permitting easy transfer of specimens. 
Because five views were required to adequately cover the surface of most 
specimens, five fixed stage positions were established (Figures 48.2-48.6) and 
representative scans for each corresponding position can be seen in Figures 
48.7-48.11. Default path plans were defined for each stage position (Figure 
49.1), automating a tedious process that can now be opened and run with a 
single command.  Not only were the multiple specimens scanned simultaneously, 
but the resulting nine-specimen point cloud (Figure 49.2) was also imported into 
Geomagic Studio 6.0 and processed in unison.   
Manual Registration. Scans of all five orientations and the resulting point clouds 
were then imported into Geomagic Studio 6.0 for registration (the alignment of 
multiple views, Figure 50).  All registrations were performed in Studio 6.0 
because of a software glitch that was discovered in later versions of the program 
(Studio 7.0-9.0) that impaired the registration process for small (< 10 mm) 
specimens.  This step was probably the most important of the modeling process, 
as it united the five scans into a single 3D point cloud.  To perform the operation 
a minimum of three (X, Y, Z) points were selected on one model and three 
corresponding points were selected on the second model.  The “Register” 
algorithm was applied and the two surfaces were aligned (Figure 50). The same 
process was applied with this new merged object and each remaining view.  
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Once registered, each specimen was saved individually and subsequent 
operations were performed on isolated models.  
 
 
Figure 49 Multiscan Path Plans (following page) 
Lateral view of predefined path plans in Surveyor Scan Control (1). Each green 
trapezoid represents a start position and each red trapezoid represents a stop 
position for the nine specimens of the multiscan platform (1). The corresponding 




Figure 49 Multiscan Path Plans 
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Figure 50 Video capture of the manual registration process in Geomagic Studio.  
(If viewing this as a word document double-click on the image to animate.) 
Three corresponding points are selected on each model, roughly aligning the two 
scans. The registration algorithm is then applied to find the best fit of the two 




Autosurfacing Macro. Several post-registration smoothing functions (e.g., 
removal of outliers, uniform sampling, etc.) were performed in Studio, and the 
point cloud was then wrapped with a polygonal surface.  This processing phase 
of the technique was the most demanding and requires the most amount of 
training, and was thus the largest source of human error.  Any number of 
processing functions (e.g., Noise Reduction, Smooth, Select Outliers, etc.) can 
over-smooth the model and greatly alter the morphology of the specimen.  To 
minimize error and standardize the modeling process, an autosurfacing macro 
was developed in Geomagic Studio (Figure 51).  To create the macro, all desired 
operations and corresponding parameters were performed on a given model and 
recoded in the macro as an automated file.  To use the autosurfacing macro, the 
file is loaded and run with a single command, and all pre-programmed operations 




Figure 51 Video capture of the autosurfacing macro applied to an upper molar of 
Mimoperadectes labrus.  
(If viewing this as a word document double-click on the image to animate.) 
Once the five views have been registered manually, this automated surfacing is 
performed with a single command. In this example, the macro is followed by an 




Development of the Multiscan Platform 
The first result of this study was the design and implementation of the low-cost 
multiscan platform (Figure 48.1).  Implementation of this device permitted 
simultaneous scanning of up to nine specimens, and because each of the five 
stage positions were fixed (Figures 48.2-48.6), generic path plans were defined 
for each of the five scan views (Figures 48.7-48.11).  With this device, once the 
specimens were mounted to the platform, the pre-defined path plans were loaded 
and run with a single mouse-click for each respective stage position (Figure 50).  
By reusing the pre-defined path plans modeling time was reduced by around 
20%. Another advantage of using this device was the level of accuracy 
maintained.  Because the stage positions were fixed, there was no opportunity 
for added error (~ 0.02 mm) from the stage positioning system as would be seen 
with a motorized rotary unit.  
 
Development of the Autosurfacing Macro 
Another result of this study was the development of an autosurfacing macro.  By 
using the autosurfacing macro, once all five views are registered manually, the 
rest of the process can be performed with a single command (Figure 51).  This is 
advantageous because it permits for uniformity of image processing and reduces 
human error.  Six commands were incorporated into the autosurfacing macro: 
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Global Registration, Select Disconnected Components, Select Outliers, Uniform 
Sample, Merge, and Clean.  
1) Global Registration. The Global Registration command essentially 
recalculates the fit of the individual point\polygon models, and repositions them to 
form a more cohesive surface.  This function is similar to the Manual Registration 
operation except that the registration algorithm is applied to all five views 
simultaneously. 
2) Select Disconnected Components. The Select Disconnected Components 
command automatically selects those points (or clusters of points) that are 
separated from the majority of the other points.  Each cluster is calculated as a 
percentage of the total object, and a conservative sensitivity is programmed into 
the macro which selects those points that make up less than 5% of the total 
number of points.  
3) Select Outliers. Similar to the Select Disconnected Components command, 
the Select Outliers function automatically detects and selects all points that lie 
outside the range of the majority of points.  More sensitive than the former, this 
operation selects those points that lie outside a given range. The sensitivity was 
set to 66.6/100 in the autosurfacing macro. 
4) Uniform Sample. The Uniform Sample operation is derived from curvature 
based sampling, which reduces the number of points along a planar surface 
uniformly but reduces those along curved edges based upon a predetermined 
density.  This helps to preserve the natural curvature of an object, while reducing 
redundant points along the flatter surfaces of the specimen.  The Uniform 
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Sample function within the macro is set to reduce the number of points so that 
the absolute spacing between each point is 0.039 mm.  In addition to greatly 
reducing file size, this function also serves to reduce surface noise.  
5) Merge. The Merge function is basically a macro in itself, combining: Merge 
Points, Reduce Noise, Uniform Sample, and Wrap functions.  The Merge Points 
operation combines all point objects into a single object (e.g., the standard five 
views of a specimen will be merged into a single point cloud).  The Reduce Noise 
operation is employed conservatively in the macro as it has a tendency to over-
smooth potentially diagnostic morphologies.  The Uniform Sample command was 
previously described and is not repeated in the macro.  The Wrap function is the 
primary operation responsible for the transformation of the coordinate point cloud 
into a polygonal mesh surface model. 
Conclusions and Discussion 
This chapter focused on methodological issues surrounding the development of 
online 3D databases, using PaleoView3D as a sample case.  The majority of 
online sites that specialize in 3D morphological models are designed primarily as 
online museums, for viewing and visual comparison of models (e.g., 3Dmuseum, 
Digimorph, MorphoBrowser, and Naturalis).  Digimorph offers downloadable 3D 
stl files for only 2% of its mammals, but this is obviously not the primary goal of 
this website.  In order for the growth of websites that offer downloadable data, 
there needs to be confidence within the user base that these data are of their 
research quality.  Researchers need to know the accuracy and quality of the data 
represented on these sites; therefore, database developers must standardize 
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how models are produced and publish data on how models were created so that 
the users know potential sources and degrees of error.  
Standardization of models was achieved by consistently coating specimens with 
ammonium chloride.  Aside from noise reduction caused by reflectivity, this 
permitted standardization of scan parameters and laser exposure settings.  New 
methods were also developed to expedite and semi-automate data collection. 
Unlike CT model production, scanning time can often be more time intensive 
than image processing.  Therefore, with the number (~750) and variety of 
specimens (dental, cranial, and post-cranial) to be included in PaleoView3D, it 
was imperative to develop a scanning technique that could more efficiently and 
accurately generate 3D models of the specimens.  Because the focus of this 
website is not just model viewing, but producing data to be employed in 
morphometric analyses, it was also a requirement that the models maintain the 
highest degree of morphological accuracy.  A multiscan platform that permitted 
nine specimens to be scanned (and therefore registered) at once was designed 
and implemented.  Although this in-house model did not have motorized rotation 
offered on many manufactured stages, it greatly reduced scan and registration 
time, was much less expensive (~20 as opposed to ~10,000 USD), allowed for a 
larger work area, and was more accurate.   
The imaging processing phase of 3D model development has the most potential 
human error affecting the accuracy and precision of models.  Additionally, 
PaleoView3D is being developed at Marshall University, primarily an 
undergraduate institution, and the many technicians employed for the project are 
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undergraduates with limited experience and short tenures. Therefore, another 
task was to make the image processing as user-friendly and automated as 
possible to reduce sources of error and to facilitate image processing uniformity.  
After specimens are registered, it is now possible to surface specimens with a 
single command.  The autosurfacing macro includes steps that check the manual 
registration process, remove noise and extreme outliers, reduce redundant points 
and thereby file size, merge the point clouds from the multiple scans, and finally 
“wrap” the merged point cloud into a polygonal mesh to achieve the final model. 
Undergraduates, as young as sophomores, have been successfully trained to 
independently scan and process models.  
The error studies performed on objects of known dimensions suggest that these 
models are highly accurate.  Analogous studies are not available to contrast how 
this scanner and this scanning protocol compared to other systems.  However, 
with this protocol, researchers wishing to include PaleoView3D models into their 
research will be aware of the error inherent in the models so they can take this 
into consideration when designing measurement and statistical treatments. 
Finally, since by necessity many of the PaleoView3D models were based on 
casts as opposed to original specimens, an error study was designed to compare 
models based on casts versus original specimens. The casting error study 
demonstrated that subsequent casting generations exhibit amplified shrinkage 
and do vary slightly from the original specimen.  In addition to the error incurred 
by multiple molding and casting generations, error from the scanning and 
modeling processes were incorporated as well, making this a “worst case 
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scenario” repeatability study.  The maximum deviation range (± 0.073 mm), in the 
first and second generation casts are acceptable for most morphometric 
analyses.  It should be noted that the goal of this study was not to show whether 
this modeling process was more or less accurate than any other technique, but to 
document the results so that the user can decide how to best utilize these data. 
In conclusion, in order to gain a successful user-base and promote the sharing of 
data online, websites need to specify  the sources of the data they publish.  For 
example, associated with each PaleoView3D model is a list of technical 
specification under which that model was produced, including: number of scans 
used to produce the model, whether a fossil or cast was scanned, what type of 
coating was applied to the specimen prior to scanning, the step-size or linear 
spacing between scans, the laser exposure time, the number of polygons that 
are included in the model, and the number of points that where used to derive a 
model.  Due to the potential for growth of online 3D databases, we advocate the 
standardization of methods within sites, reporting of methodological error rates, 
and also explicitly documenting 3D model production protocols. 
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CHAPTER SIX- Laser Scanning Early Eocene (Wa-0) Marsupials 
Introduction to Marsupials, the Eocene, and Castle Gardens 
Metatherians (including living marsupials) and eutherians (including living 
placentals) diverged from a common therian ancestor in the early Cretaceous 
period, 125 million years ago (mya) (Lou et al. 2003).  Living marsupials are 
distinguished from placental mammals primarily by their unique mode of 
reproduction, in which most altricial young complete development in a pouch 
(marsupium) as opposed to the placenta. Arguably, the most familiar forms of 
marsupials are the diverse Australian taxa (e.g., kangaroos, wallabies, wombats, 
sugar-gliders, etc.) although many didelphids (opposums) flourish in the 
America’s.  A casual examination of the distribution of extant metatherians 
(restricted primarily to Australia and South America) reveals their general affinity 
for warmer climates.  With the exception of the Virginia Opossum, Didelphis 
virginiana, no other marsupials presently inhabit the North American continent.  
During the early Eocene (55 mya), however, at least 14 marsupial species 
thrived across North America (Krishtalka and Stucky 1983a).  This relatively high 
diversity is not surprising given that the time period is marked by a much studied 
global warming event known as the Paleocene Eocene Thermal Maximum 
(PETM) (see Aubry et al. 1998; Wing et al. 2003).  The PETM was one of the 
most significant global climatic events of the Cenozoic, and its effects on 
mammalian faunal turnover and dispersal patterns are well documented (e.g., 
Bowen et al. 2002; Gingerich 1989, 2006; Gunnell, 1998; Rose 1981; Smith et al. 
2006).  As a result of this phenomenon, the Wasatchian North American Land 
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Mammal Age (NALMA) of the early Eocene saw the first appearance of several 
major modern orders of mammals, including: Artiodactyla, Perissodactyla, and 
Primates (Figure 52).  North American marsupials were relatively more abundant 
during this time period and one earliest Eocene (Wa-0) locality, Castle Gardens 
(UCMP locality V99019) in the Bighorn Basin, Wyoming (Figure 53) has yielded a 
large number of marsupial specimens (over 350).  Since its discovery in 1992 
(Strait 2001), this locality has been intensely screen-washed and has produced 
over 3600 small-bodied mammalian specimens belonging to 49 species.  Based 
primarily on size, three marsupial species were initially identified from this locality 
(Strait  2001) including: Mimoperadectes labrus, Copedelphys innominata, and 
Peradectes protinnominatus, representing just under 10% of the mammalian 
fauna from this locality (Figure 54).   Upon closer examination of the marsupial 
material, Smith et al. (2004) determined that while three morphotypes were 
present, the two smaller species could not be distinguished by size alone.  This 
investigation also revealed the complex taxonomic history of Eocene marsupials 
and the difficulty in classifying the Castle Gardens taxa.  The ultimate goal of this 
study is to identify these taxa and place them in a taxonomic context.    
Overview of Marsupial Dental Morphology 
 Fossil marsupials are easily distinguished from their placental counterparts by a 
variety of characters, both cranial and post-cranial, but because the majority of 
specimens collected from the Castle Gardens locality are dental remains, this  
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Figure 52 Early Radiation of Modern Mammals Across the Paleocene/Eocene Boundary 
Inferred from carbon isotope ratios, the global temperature spiked significantly at 
the PETM.  This led to faunal turnover and the appearance of the first 
perissodactlys, artiodactyls, and modern primates.  Taken from Strait and Smith 
(2006).   
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Figure 53 Map of the Bighorn Basin, Wyoming 
Map of the Bighorn Basin, Wyoming, illustrating the relative position of the Castle 
Gardens Locality within the Honeycombs region. (Modified from the Berkeley 
Mapper Project).  
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Figure 54 Relative Abundance of Mammalian “Orders” Represented at the Castle Gardens 
Locality 
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paper focuses only on dentition, specifically M1-3 and M1-3.  Dental terminology 
follows Marshall et al. (1990) with the exception of upper molar designations, 
where I follow the traditional designations of M1-4 with P3 replacing the deciduous 
M1. The primitive marsupial dental formula is 5/4, 1/1, 3/3, 4/4; compared to the 
primitive placental formula of 3/3, 1/1, 4/4, 3/3. The presence of a fourth molar is 
an obvious marsupial indicator in complete or nearly complete specimens.   
Identifying even isolated molars as marsupial is fairly straightforward (with the 
exception of M4 and M4 because of their radically different morphologies).  Upper 
molars exhibit the primitive tribosphenic cusp orientation with a lingual protocone, 
anterior paracone and posterior metacone (Figure 55), as well as a broad stylar 
shelf with accessory stylar cusps labeled A?E from anterior to posterior.  Lower 
molars possess a relatively taller trigonid than talonid; a tall, conical paraconid; 
and a hypoconulid that is closely “twinned” with the entoconid (Figure 55). 
Systematics of Eocene Marsupials 
The taxonomic history of early Eocene marsupials is marked by extreme volatility 
at and below the ordinal level.  Two clades of particular confusion are the 
subfamilies Herpetotheriinae and Peradectinae.  Peradectines are viewed as the 
more ancestral of the two groups, with close affinities to the basal “Alphadon-like” 
condition (Krishtalka and Stucky 1983b; Marshall et al. 1990; Johanson, 1996).  
On upper molars, more derived peradectines have weakly developed stylar 
cusps, a paracone only slightly shorter than the metacone, and are not 
dilambdodont (possessing a V-shaped centrocrista)(Krishtalka and Stucky 
1983a). The presence of dilambdodonty, a paracone significantly shorter than the  
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Figure 55 Generalized Marsupial Molar Morphology  
Occlusal nomenclature of a (1) left upper molar and a (2) left lower molar of M. 
labrus.  These examples are representative of all examined taxa.
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metacone, and the presence of strong stylar cusps B, C, and D ally all 
herpetotheriines (Krishtalka and Stucky 1983a; Korth, 1994).  Examination of the 
taxonomic history of Copedelphys innominata illustrates the constant taxonomic 
flux of these two clades. This taxon was first described as Peratherium 
innominatum by G.G. Simpson (1928) from a nearly complete left lower jaw.  
Setoguchi (1973) reassigned it to Peradectes innominatus.  Crochet (1979) 
relegated all new-world “Peratherium” to Cope’s Herpetotherium, rendering this 
taxon Herpetotherium innominatum.  Re-examination of type material led 
Kristalka and Stucky (1983a) to revalidate the original genus and species, thus 
resurrecting Peratherium innominatum.  Finally, based on affinities alluded to by 
Korth in his revision of middle Eocene marsupials (1994), Rothecker and Storer 
(1996) reassigned the taxon to Copedelphys innominata, where it resides today.  
Copedelphys innominata is also the senior synonym of Peratherium macgrewi 
(Bown, 1979) which was synonymized with P. innominatum (Kristalka and 
Stucky, 1983b) and thus relegated to C. innominata by Rothecker and Storer 
(1996).  The primary reason for the systematic instability of this group is the 
ambiguity of characters used to describe the clade.  Diagnostic characters are 
traditionally qualitative, with cusps being described as “robust” or “subequal.”  To 
eliminate such subjectivity, and to highlight an application of the novel 3D 
modeling technique, the goal of this study was to quantify and evaluate these 




Materials and Methods 
Following the taxonomy proposed by Marshall et al. (1990), and based on 
traditional diagnostic characters, the Castle Gardens specimens were 
preliminarily divided into three species: Mimoperadectes labrus, Copedelphys cf. 
C. innominata, and a new  species, cf. Peradectes sp. nov.  A detailed 
classification of the taxa examined can be found in Table 1. To test the validity of 
these classifications, all complete Castle Gardens specimens identified as 
“marsupial” before December of 2005 (n= 276) have been digitized and 
rendered.  Of those scanned, 61 individual molars were included in this 
exploratory analysis, based on their completeness (for all characters examined) 
and limited wear.  Considering the many potential factors involved in the process 
of fossilization (e.g., age of the animal at death; state of the carcass upon 
deposition; rapid burial; compaction and lithification; permineralization, post-
depositional weathering, erosion and abrasion, etc.) and the potential damage 
incurred by the processes of specimen acquisition and preparation (e.g., 
collection of matrix, screen-washing, acid bath, picking and mounting, etc.) molar 
specimens tend to become isolated ad fractured.  Only the most complete, 
unworn specimens were included in this analysis; further studies will incorporate 
heavily worn and damaged specimens.  Because of the radically different 
morphology of the M4 in these taxa, only M1-3 were examined on upper molars.  
For lower molars M2/3 were grouped because the two positions are not readily 
distinguishable and M4 was omitted because of its atypical morphology.  In 
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addition to the Castle Gardens specimens, all available representative “types” 
(i.e., holotypes, paratypes, figured specimens) were scanned.  “Types” of upper 
molars were included in the analysis, while lower molars were omitted for 
reasons explained below.  Unfortunately the associated upper jaw for C. 





Supercohort Marsupialia Illiger, 1811 
 
     Cohort Alphadelphia Marshall, Case, & Woodburne, 1990  
           
 Order Peradectia Marshall, Case, & Woodburne, 1990 
                
               Superfamily Peradectoidea Crochet, 1979  
                      
                    Family Peradectidae Crochet, 1979 
     
               Subfamily Peradectinae Crochet, 1979 
 
        Peradectes Matthew & Granger, 1921  
 
                                cf. Peradectes sp. nov. 
          
                           Mimoperadectes Bown and Rose, 1979 
            
             Mimoperadectes labrus Bown and Rose, 1979 
                               
 
     Cohort Ameridelphia Szalay, 1982 
     
          Order Didelphimorphia Gill, 1872  
 
               Superfamily Didelphoidea Gray, 1821 
                
                    Family Didelphidae Gray, 1821 
 
Subfamily Herperotheriinae Trouessart, 1879 
          
              Genus Copedelphys Korth 1994 
 
          Copedelphys innominata (Simpson, 1928)  
Table 1  Systematic Paleontology of Castle Gardens Marsupials (bold) 
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Museum Abbreviations Used in this Study: 
AMNH- American Museum of Natural History 
CM- Carnegie Museum of Natural History 
MU- Marshall University 
UCMP- University of California Museum of Paleontology 
UM- University of Michigan Museum of Paleontology 
Systematic Paleontology 
Copedelphys cf. C. innominata (Simpson, 1928) 
Referred Specimens.  M1 – MU 306, 768, 2400; M2 – MU 404, 675, 716, 2411; 
M3 – MU 258, 333, 388, 445, 710, 854; M1 – MU 1181, 2138, 1483, 2313; M2/3 — 
MU 283, 325, 799, 2131, 2382. 
Description.  Upper molars are dilambdodont with moderate-sized stylar cusps 
B>D>C.  The paracone is about 2/3 the height of the metacone, and the posterior 
side of the protocone is broadly expanded.  Lower molars have a tall, conical 
entoconid which is separated from the hypoconulid by a deep entoconid notch.   
 
Mimoperadectes labrus Bown & Rose, 1979 
Referred Specimens. M1 – MU 118, 786, 985, 1160; M2 – MU 1025, 1464,1968; 
M3  – MU 615, 1534; M1 – MU 56, 175, 1323; M2/3  – MU 1487, 1537, 1779. 
Description.  Upper molars are not dilambdodont with broad stylar shelves and 
weaker stylar cusps relative to their size, B>A>D>E>C.  The base of the 
protocone is V-shaped, almost like an isosceles triangle.  The paracone is only 
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slightly shorter than the metacone.  Lower molars have a closely-twinned, sub-
equal entoconid and hypoconulid with a shallow broad entoconid notch. 
 
cf. Peradectes sp. nov.  
Referred Specimens. M1 – MU 299, 305, 366, 444, 712; M2 – MU 587, 774, 1157; 
M3 – MU 1157, 2496; M1 – MU 706, 1019, 2107, 2267; M2/3   – MU 119, 279, 827, 
886, 1116, 2344, 2567. 
Description.  Upper molars not dilambdodont but are very robust with strong 
stylar cusps, B>A>D>C.  Paracone half the size of the metacone, shorter than 
stylar cusp B in some specimens.  The base of protocone is broadly expanded 
posteriorly.  Lower molars are linearly similar in size to Copedelphys cf. C. 
innominata, but are more robust with a closely oppressed entoconid/hypoconulid 
complex. 
Casts Examined 
Copedelphys innominata (Simpson, 1928) 
CM 41191 M1; CM42014 M2; CM 42019 M3 
Herpetotherium knighti (McGrew, 1959) 
UCMP 101132 M2 
Peradectes elegans Aymard, 1846 
AMNH 17369 M1-4 paratype 
Peradectes protinnominatus Matthew & Granger, 1921 
UCMP 44077 M1-3 paratype; UCMP 44095 M1-2 
Mimoperadectes labrus Bown & Rose, 1979 
UM 66144 M2-4 holotype 
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Modeling and Morphometric Analysis of Specimens 
All models used in this study were generated by the mass production protocol 
described in Chapter 5.  Linear measurements were taken in AutoCAD 2005-
2006, 3D-Doctor, and NIH ImageJ.  Two-dimensional surface areas were taken 
in NIH ImageJ, while angles and 3D surface areas were taken in both 3D-Doctor 
and ImageJ. 
The characters used in this study were designed to quantify selected diagnostic 
characters described in the literature, as well as new characters not feasible prior 
to specimen digitization (i.e., true 2D area, instead of  L X W; 3D surface area).  
In all, 19 characters were used in this analysis- 10 for upper molars and 9 for 
lower molars.  The methodology used to quantify each measurement is 
described below.  All linear data, areas, and ratios were logarithmically (ln) 
transformed and angles were arcsin transformed.  Once transformed, all 
character data were imported into Statistical Analysis Software (SAS) to run both 
Canonical Discriminant Analysis (CDA) and Principal Components Analysis 
(PCA) using the correlation matrix.  To test the significance (p= 0.05) of each 
character a one-way ANOVA was performed.  
 
Upper Molar Characters Examined 
Length, Width, Lingual Length 
For upper molars, standard length and width measurements follow Korth (1994), 
with the length defined as the maximal distance across the trigon and width 
defined as the maximal anterior – posterior distance across the stylar shelf 
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(Figure 56).  The lingual length was taken anteroposteriorly across the narrowest 
point along each rim of the talon basin (Figure 56).  All linear measurements 
were taken in AutoCAD 2005/2006.   
 
Paracone/Metacone Ratio 
The relative heights of the paracone and metacone are a traditional character in 
distinguishing the peradectines from the herpetotheriines.  Within Peradectinae, 
the two cusps are typically subequal, with the paracone only slightly shorter than 
the metacone.  In Herpetotheriinae, the paracone is significantly shorter than the 
metacone, often two-thirds to one-half the size, depending on the species (see 
Figure 57 to better visualize this relationship).  To assess this size of the cusps, 
height measurements were taken from a horizontal baseline established at the 
lowest visible point on the posterior stylar shelf in buccal view (Figure 58). 
 
Height of Stylar Cusps B and C 
Despite the enigma surrounding their function, the presence and relative sizes of 
the stylar cusps are some of the utilized diagnostic characters among marsupial 
taxa.  The heights of all present stylar cusps were measured (A?E): however, 
only the heights of B and C were used in this analysis because these were the 
only two cusps appearing consistently in all examined taxa.  All measurements 
were taken in AutoCAD 2005/2006 as the maximum height above the baseline in 
buccal view (Figure 58).  The baseline was defined as the lowest visible point on 
the stylar shelf at the posterior buccal margin of the tooth. 
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Figure 56 Linear Measurements Analyzed on Upper Molars (M. labrus LM3) 
Standard length (anterior - posterior) and width follow Korth, 1994, with the 
addition of the lingual length. 
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Figure 57 Animation Illustrating the Heights of the Paracone and Metacone 
(If viewing as a word document double-click on the specimen to animate.) This 
M1 of cf. Peradectes sp. nov. rotates dorsobuccaly to view the specimen from a 
lingual perspective.  The protocone is then cut away to reveal the paracone and 
metacone heights.   
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Figure 58 Illustration of Linear Measurements Taken From a Buccal View. (M. labrus LM3) 
The baseline (orange) was established first, horizontal to the lowest posterior 
point on the stylar shelf.  This provided a standard way to analyze the relative 
heights of the paracone (yellow) and metacone (red) as well as the heights of 
Stylar cusps B and C.
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Angle and Perimeter of the Protocone 
The shape of the base of the protocone has also been used to distinguish the 
peradectines and herpetotheriines.  The former are typically described as V-
shaped, while, the latter are characterized by a broad, posteriorly expanded 
protoconal base.  To quantify this morphology, two independent characters were 
examined; the angle formed along the base of the protocone and the perimeter of 
this base.  The angle of the protocone was taken with vertex at the lingual base 
of the protocone (approximately under the apex of the cusp) with one arm 
radiating along the anterior protocone and one arm along the posterior protocone 
(Figure 59.1).  The perimeter was taken as the maximum distance along the 
lingual side of the protocone from paraconule to metaconule (Figure 59.1).  This 
continual linear measurement was taken in ImageJ.  The angle measurements 
were taken in ImageJ and 3D-Doctor.   
 
Length of the Para/Meta/Centrocrista 
The presence of dilambdodonty is a key diagnostic character distinguishing the 
herpetotheriines from the peradectines.  Presence of this V-shaped centrocrista 
is synapomorphic for the entire didelphimorph clade (Marshall et al. 1990).  To 
quantify this character, the entire paracone/metacone shearing crest (i.e., 
paracrista + centrocrista + metacrista) was measured linearly in ImageJ from the 




Figure 59 Angle of the Protocone, Perimeter of the Protocone, and Shearing Crest Length 
1). The angle of the protocone was taken with the vertex approximately under the 
protocone, with one ray flush against the anterior protocone and one against the 
posterior.  2). The perimeter of the protocone was measured as the continuous 
measurement along the base of the protocone along the lingual length.  3).Total 





Two-Dimensional Surface Area 
Traditionally, the two dimensional area of a specimen was calculated simply by 
multiplying the length by the width.  Using ImageJ, however, it was possible to 
calculate the “true” 2D area by enscribing the perimeter of the specimen and 
applying the area function (Figure 60).  
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Figure 60 Two-Dimensional Area in ImageJ 
The 2D surface area of each specimen was taken by highlighting the perimieter 
of the tooth and taking the enscribed area. 
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Lower Molar Characters Examined 
 
Length, Anterior Width, Posterior Width 
Standard lengths and widths follow Korth (1994) with the length defined as the 
maximum anterior - posterior distance; the anterior width the maximal distance 
across the trigonid; and the posterior width the maximal distance across the 
talonid (Figure 61).  All linear measurements were taken in AutoCAD 2005/2006. 
 
Hypoconid Angle 
The angle formed along the crests of the hypoconid was an exploratory attempt 
to quantify the intersection of the cristid obliqua with the trigonid wall.  In 
peradectines this angle appears to be more obtuse while relatively acute in the 
herpetotheriines.  The angle was measured in occlusal view with the vertex at the 
posterobuccal margin of the hypoconid, one ray radiating along the cristid obliqua 
and the other along the post cristid (Figure 61).  The angle measurements were 
taken in ImageJ and 3D-Doctor. 
 
Heights of the Entoconid and Hypoconulid, Notch Angle 
Prior to the work done by Setoguchi (1975), size was the only diagnostic 
character useful for distinguishing species of the Peratherium/Peradectes 
complex.  Setoguchi examined the relationship between the entoconid and 
hypoconulid in these taxa and found there were subtle differences between the 
clades.  In the subfamily Herpetotheriinae, the entoconid is tall and spire-like,  
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Figure 61 Mx Anterior Width, Posterior Width, Length, and Hypoconid Angle 
Length, anterior width, and posterior width all follow Korth, 1994.  The hyoconid 
angle is defined with the vertex at the hypoconid with one ray extending along 
the cristid obliqua and one ray extending along the postcristid.  
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with a low posteriorly projecting hypoconulid. This resulted in a deep entoconid 
notch.  Within the Peradectinae, the entoconid and hypoconulid are more closely 
“twinned” and arise from the same talonid wall.  This results in a shallow, broad 
entoconid notch.  To quantify these characters, the entocoind and hypoconulid 
heights were measured from a datum plane assigned horizontal to the enamel 
line along the posterlingual margin of the tooth (Figure 62).  The angle formed by 
the resulting entoconid notch was measured with the vertex at the most acute 
point of the notch, with one ray radiating along the posterior edge of the 
entoconid and one ray along the anterior edge of the hypoconulid (Figure 62).  
Linear measurements were taken in AutoCAD 2005/2006 and angles were taken 
in ImageJ. 
 
Two-Dimensional and Three-Dimensional Surface Areas 
The two dimensional area for the lower molars was the same as described for 
the upper molars, taken in ImageJ.  The three-dimensional surface area was 
taken in 3D-Doctor using a function that calculates the area from the known 
dimension and number of polygons used in the surface mesh.   
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Figure 62 Entoconid Height, Hypoconulid Height, Entoconid Notch Angle 
A datum plane was first defined in Geomagic Studio, horizontal to the enamel 
line of the posterorlingual aspect of the talonid.  From this baseline (green) the 
heights of the entoconid (orange) and hypoconulid (blue) were measured.  The 
notch angle was defined with the vertex at the lowest point of the entoconid 
notch, with one ray along the entoconid and one along the hypocoulid. 
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Results 
According to the results of the one-way ANOVA, with pooled tooth positions, 9 
out of the 10 characters examined on upper molars proved diagnostic, showing 
significant (p < 0.05) variation among taxa.  Only the angle of the protocone was 
insignificant.  To provide a visual aid, results of the ANOVA are summarized 
beneath figures of representative specimens.  Length, width, lingual length, area, 
and angle of protocone are summarized in Figure 63.  The sizes of stylar cusps B 
and C are found in Figure 64, and the Paracone/Metacone ratio, shearing crest 
length, and perimeter of the protocone are all illustrated in Figure 65. 
Exploratory Canonical Discriminant Analysis (CDA) on the Castle Gardens upper 
molar specimens yielded three distinct clusters with no taxon overlap (Figure 66).  
Examination of the loading coefficients (Appendix A) showed that, as expected, 
size was the predominant component of CAN-1 with length, width, lingual length, 
and area driving the axis.  The first canonical axis accounted for 97.0% of the 
variation while the second canonical accounted for only 3.0% of the variation.  
Minimizing the effects of the size component with CAN-1, CAN-2 was driven 
positively by the paracone/metacone ratio, and the sizes of stylar cusps B and C.  
These three characters were inversely related to the total shearing crest length.   
Closer examination of the CDA plot showed subgroups within the morphotype 
groupings.  Because this analysis pooled all positions (M1-3), individual tooth 








Figure 64 Results for the ANOVA of the Sizes of Stylar Cusps B and C 
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Figure 65 Results for the ANOVA of (Paracone/Metacone) Ratio/Shearing Crest 
Length/Perimeter of Protocone 
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CDA of Castle Gardens Marsupials
M1-3 Pooled
CAN 1















cf. Peradectes sp. nov.
Copedelphys cf. C. innominata
 
Figure 66 Canonical Discriminant Analysis Scatterplot  for Castle Gardens Marsupials M1-3 
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When the type specimens were included in the CDA, similar clusters where seen 
as with the Castle Gardens specimens alone (Figure 67).  To the right (larger 
size) the M. labrus holotype clustered with the M. labrus specimens from Castle 
Gardens.  Comparing the more similar sized taxa, the C. innominata paratypes 
clustered in the same quadrant with the cf. C. innominata Castle Gardens 
specimens, while cf. Peradectes sp. nov. lies halfway between C. innominata and 
Peradectes protinnominatus.  
Eight out of nine lower molar characters proved diagnostic (p < 0.05, one-way 
ANOVA).  Only the angle of the entoconid notch was insignificant.  Results of the 
anterior width, posterior width, length, hypoconid angle, 2D surface area, and 3D 
surface area, are summarized in Figure 68.  The entoconid height, hypoconulid 
height, and entoconid notch angle are illustrated in Figure 69.  Exploratory CDA 
on the lower molars confirmed three distinct morphs as well, with minimal overlap 
(Figure 70).  As with the upper molars, CAN-1 was dominated by size with and 
this axis accounted for 92.8% of total variation (Appendix C).   Driving CAN-2, the 
hypoconid angle and entoconid height were positively correlated while the 
entoconid notch angle was negatively correlated.
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CDA of Castle Gardens Marsupials With Representative
 Type Specimens M1-3 Pooled
CAN 1











cf. Peradectes sp nov. (CG)







Figure 67 Canonical Discriminant Analysis Scatterplot of Castle Gardens Marsupials and 




Figure 68 Results of the ANOVA of Anterior Width/Posterior Width/Length/Hypoconid 
Angle/2D Area/3D Area 
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Figure 69 Results of the ANOVA of Entoconid Height/Hypoconulid Height/ Angle of 
Protocone 
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CDA of Castle Gardens Marsupials
M1-3 Pooled
CAN 1















cf. Peradectes sp. nov.
Copedelphys cf. C. innominata
 
Figure 70 Canonical Discriminant Analysis Scatterplot of Castle Gardens Marsupials M1-3 
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Discussion 
With 9 of 10 characters proving diagnostic on upper molars, the results of the 
character analysis are certainly encouraging.  The single character rendered 
insignificant, the angle of the protocone, is greatly influenced by tooth position, 
thus separate analyses for each position (M1-3) may yield different results.  These 
data were pooled to increase sample size, and in part, to assess the use of 
discriminant analysis in distinguishing positions.  Within the Castle Gardens CDA 
(Figure 66), there was, in fact, a general trend for tooth positions to cluster 
together within the taxonomic groupings.   Distinguishing tooth positions was not 
the primary goal of this investigation, but it certainly warrants further examination.  
Examination of the canonical loading coefficients yields relationships that are 
potentially of functional and systematic interest.  The larger the size of stylar cusp 
B, the smaller the size of the total shearing crest, and thus the less likely a taxon 
will be dilambdodont.  Because dilambdodonty is considered synapomorphic 
among didelphids (including C. innominata), this relationship makes sense 
systematically, and is further supported by the fact that the stem “Alphadon-like” 
ancestor possessed a large stylar cusp B (Marshall et al. 1990). 
The separation expressed in the clustering of the three Castle Gardens 
morphotypes confirms that there are at least three distinct species.  The 
relationships between these taxa are yet to be resolved, pending further 
investigation with a larger sample size and a cladistic analysis. 
Even more encouraging than the previous results, are those of the lower molars, 
with 8 of 9 characters proving diagnostic.  To quote Setoguchi (1975: 266), “Size 
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is about the only criterion that can be used for the separation of species known 
only from lower dentitions.”  Utilizing characters generated from his work, and 
those added by Krishtalka and Stucky (1983a,b), quantifiable lower molar 
characters can now be used to distinguish marsupial taxa.  The single 
insignificant character, the entoconid notch angle, can probably be attributed to a 
design flaw in the character quantification, and the relationship between the 
entoconid and hyopoconulid may still be valid.  Upon further examination, it is 
apparent that it is not the angle of the notch that distinguishes the 
Herpetotheriinae from the Peradectinae, but rather the relative orientation of that 
angle.  In unworn herpetotheriines the angle appears to be approximately 90 
degrees.  This same angle value can be calculated for an unworn peradectine, 
but the difference lies in the direction in which the rays diverge.  In the former, 
one ray will be nearly vertical with the other nearly horizontal.   In the latter taxon, 
the two rays will be offset 30 degrees or so from normal.  Examination of the 
canonical loading coefficients for the lower molars shows that the height of the 
entoconid is positively correlated with the hypoconid angle.  This is promising 
considering the hypoconid angle is a newly developed character.  Knowing that 
these two characters can be utilized to distinguish taxa is extremely beneficial for 
another reason.  The primary reason that no holotypes or representative 
specimens were included in the lower molar analysis is because of the difficulty 
in extracting isolated lower molars from models of dentaries.  Because most type 
material contains more than one tooth per jaw, it is next to impossible to examine 
the entoconid/hypoconulid complex when the molars are abutted against one 
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another in anatomical position.  For example, the precingulid of M2 interlocks with 
the hypoconulid of M1, blocking the hypoconulid from sight.  Since the laser 
scanner cannot model what it cannot “see” and the interstitial space is so minute, 
the molars are rendered as a single object.  This eliminates the height of the 
hypoconulid and the entoconid notch angle as potential characters in specimens 
which are not isolated.  Knowing that the hypoconid angle and entoconid height 
may be sufficient, further analysis can be done incorporating the types and 
paratypes.   
From the results of the CDA, there are undoubtedly three species of marsupials 
from the Castle Gardens locality.  Unfortunately, sorting out the phylogenetic 
relationships will not be straightforward.  As evidenced from the CDA plot 
including the “type” specimens (Figure 68), cf. Peradectes sp. nov. lies between 
the herpetotheriine and peradectine morphospaces.  Presence of a lower 
paracone/metacone ratio, strong stylar cusps B and D, and a posterolingually 
expanded protocone ally this taxon with the herpetheriines, however, the upper 
molars are not dilambdodont, which is a requisite among didelphids.  Considering 
the lower molars characters, the short entoconid and high hypoconid angle would 
ally this taxon with the peradectines.  To adequately determine the phylogenetic 
position of this new species will require cladistic analysis and a revision of North 
American Paleocene and Eocene marsupials.   
One disconcerting observation from these results comes from the clustering of 
Peradectes elegans within the Copedelphys morphospace (Figure 68). 
Peradectes elegans is the type species for the genus Peradectes.  Should further 
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analysis suggest that the genera Peredectes and Peratherium by synonymized, 
serious taxonomic revision will be required, because the type species for the 
genus Peratherium is Peratherium elegans Aymard, 1846, thus producing a 
homonym.  To further complicate matters, the holotype of Peratherium elegans is 
lost (Kurz pers. comm.). 
The next line of research for this project will involve assessing the influence of 
wear on these characters, so that the remaining Castle Gardens specimens can 
be included in the analyses.  Once this is accomplished, a full revision of 
Paleocene and Eocene marsupials will be conducted to place the Castle 
Gardens Marsupials in a systematic context.  With its primitive morphology and 
hints of dilambdodonty, the author is cautiously optimistic that the new taxon cf. 
Peradectes sp. nov. may in fact be a new genus given its overlap of peradectine 
and herpetotheriine characters.  Its primitive morphology coupled with the 
“almost-dilambdodont” centrocrista could shed some light on the 
Peratherium/Peradectes conundrum.    
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CHAPTER SEVEN: CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION 
 
The potential uses of 3D data in paleonotological and morphological applications 
are limited only by the imagination of the investigator.  Since the first CT 
scanners and laser based surface came onto the market, researchers have often 
pushed the envelope of the instruments original intent.  With the premise of 
digitizing micromammalian specimens, previous modeling techniques were of 
inadequate resolution, cost and time prohibitive, and overwhelming for the casual 
operator. New studies using microCT data are promising, with higher resolutions, 
but this methodology is still expensive and time-intensive.  While laser scanner 
based modeling is certainly more cost efficient, previous laser scanning studies 
have focused primarily on larger specimens such as post-cranial elements of 
dinosaurs. Given the available niche for micromammal researchers, the primary 
goal of this study was to design and implement a modeling technique applicable 
to small mammalian dentition.  Using a high resolution laser scanner, I have 
successfully developed a technique for modeling micromammalian specimens, to 
be used in morphometric applications.  
The first phase of the project was to develop and document the laser scanning 
protocol.  Generating a step-by-step walkthrough helps facilitate training of 
undergraduate technicians.  Because Marshall University is primarily an 
undergraduate institution, the technician pool is limited to underclassmen with 
short tenures.  This necessity drove the need for an easy reference guide so that 
technicians can function as independent researchers, troubleshooting their own 
technical complications.  Since its development, the scanning protocol has been 
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successfully employed by five technicians including: one postdoctoral fellow, two 
graduate students, and two undergraduate students.  Combined, over 1500 
specimens have been successfully scanned.  The second phase of the study, 
implementation of the Geomagic protocol, has arguably been the most beneficial 
result of this project.  The registration and post-acquisition stage of the process is 
undoubtedly the most critical, because a single error can greatly alter the 
morphology of the model.  The ability to consistently model specimens has 
greatly improved the efficiency and accuracy of the laser scanning process.  
Automation and standardization of the technique, by coating with ammonium 
chloride, construction of the multiscan platform, and implementation of the 
autosurfacing macro, have reduced total modeling time by around 60%.  With the 
multiscan platform up to nine small (< 5 mm) specimens can be scanned and 
modeled simultaneously.  With the autosurfacing macro, once manually 
registered, the remainder of the modeling process is automated with the single 
click of a mouse.  This has tremendously improved the consistency and accuracy 
of the models generated. 
The third phase of the project involved assessing the morphometric accuracy and 
precision of the new laser scanning technique.  Using control objects of known 
dimension, single micrometer (µm) accuracy was attained in the linear 
dimension.  The surface area error study showed that the calculated areas from 
the models differed from the known objects by only 0.05%.  Similarly, the error 
rate for the 3D aspect, volume, had an error rate of only 1.79%.  This level of 
accuracy is sufficient for all but the most stringent morphometric analyses and, 
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although resolution is difficult to assess, structures as small as 10-15 µm have 
been observed.   Because many of the type specimens loaned by institutions are 
casts, a casting error study was performed.  Epoxy casts are known to shrink 
upon drying, but those effects compounded over multiple casting generations 
were not previously document.  The results of this study showed that second 
generation casts (i.e., “casts of casts”) deviated from the original specimen a 
maximum of +/- 0.079 mm, accuracy suitable for most morphometric 
applications. 
To illustrate the archival potential of 3D models, phase four of the project 
involved adopting a mass-production mode of operation for the laser scanning 
technique to rapidly generate models for the PaleoView3D database.  This online 
museum is designed to house models of all holotype and representative paratype 
specimens of all late Paleocene and early Eocene mammals of North America.  
The website now hosts 33 specimens, with numerous others to be posted, 
pending publication, and upgrades to the database interface.  A prime example 
of the importance of such digital archives was encountered during this study.  
Upon request, it was discovered that the holotype of C. innominata is apparently 
lost, and the housing institution had no casts of the specimen.  Had a 3D model 
of the specimen been generated, not only would a digital archive of the specimen 
still exist, a “replica” could have been printed on a rapid prototyper.  While digital 
models and prototypes can never replace the original specimen, at least 3D 
documentation of its morphology would still exist.   
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Finally, to highlight the morphometric potential of this technology, scans of 61 
Eocene marsupial specimens from the Castle Gardens locality were modeled 
and analyzed using Canonical Discriminant Analysis.  Three species were 
identified using traditional, qualitative diagnostic characters (M. labrus, cf. C. 
innominata, cf. Peradectes sp. nov), which in the past have led to a confusing 
taxonomic history for this clade from the ordinal level and below.  These 
characters were then quantified and assessed using laser scanned models of the 
specimens and a one-way ANOVA.  The results of the study showed that 9 of 10 
quantitative characters on upper molars, and 8 of 9 quantitative characters on 
lower molars, were in fact diagnostic (p < 0.05) for the taxa examined.  The 
scatterplot of the CDA showed three distinct morphotypes for both upper and 
lower molars.  There was also indication that this approach may be useful in 
determining tooth positions within taxa.  When data from the type specimens 
were included in this analysis it became apparent that there is a definite 
contradictory overlap among the type species with the Castle Gardens 
marsupials, and that a full taxonomic revision of Eocene marsupials is warranted.   
In conclusion, the novel laser scanning technique is highly accurate, time and 
cost efficient, and easy to learn.  With the protocols for scanning and modeling 
documented, the training of undergraduate technicians is much simplified, and 
the autosurfacing macro ensures consistency among all scans and technicians.  
With single µm scale linear accuracy, the models (from originals or casts) 
generated by this technique are more than sufficient for morphometric analyses.  
Scanned models of the Castle Gardens marsupials permitted quantification of the 
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traditional characters, confirming the three preliminary identifications.  Future 
work using scan data will be instrumental in revising the phylogeny of early 
Eocene marsupials.  It is important to note that this technique is not restricted to 
fossils or teeth. Entire turtle skulls have been successfully modeled using the 
same protocols.  This type of high-resolution accuracy that is relatively 
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APPENDICES 
                   
Appendix A: Raw CDA Printout for Castle Gardens Marsupials M1-3 
                                        The CANDISC Procedure 
                                          Simple Statistics 
 
                                            Total-Sample 
 
                                                                               Standard 
              Variable         N           Sum          Mean      Variance    Deviation 
 
              Length          32      20.34002       0.63563       0.08950       0.2992 
              width           32      25.27793       0.78994       0.08345       0.2889 
              linlng          32       3.41628       0.10676       0.11580       0.3403 
              PMrat           32      -7.99111      -0.24972       0.03417       0.1849 
              Bsize           32     -35.42150      -1.10692       0.28580       0.5346 
              Csize           32     -53.66011      -1.67688       0.14053       0.3749 
              ProtAng         32      33.20426       1.03763       0.00246       0.0496 
              Area            32      30.36051       0.94877       0.34130       0.5842 
              ProtPerim       32      24.73428       0.77295       0.09521       0.3086 





                                              taxon = 1 
 
                                                                               Standard 
              Variable         N           Sum          Mean      Variance    Deviation 
 
              Length           9       9.76706       1.08523       0.00315       0.0562 
              width            9      11.02468       1.22496       0.00727       0.0853 
              linlng           9       5.32714       0.59190       0.05304       0.2303 
              PMrat            9      -0.99400      -0.11044       0.00281       0.0530 
              Bsize            9      -7.87807      -0.87534       0.20248       0.4500 
              Csize            9     -14.89324      -1.65480       0.07365       0.2714 
              ProtAng          9       9.18633       1.02070     0.0006614       0.0257 
              Area             9      16.51399       1.83489       0.02209       0.1486 
              ProtPerim        9      10.99889       1.22210       0.01282       0.1132 
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                                        The CANDISC Procedure 
                                          Simple Statistics 
 
                                              taxon = 2 
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                                                                               Standard 
              Variable         N           Sum          Mean      Variance    Deviation 
 
              Length          10       5.47167       0.54717       0.00626       0.0791 
              width           10       6.87245       0.68724       0.00373       0.0610 
              linlng          10      -0.19962      -0.01996       0.00831       0.0912 
              PMrat           10      -2.76985      -0.27698       0.04360       0.2088 
              Bsize           10      -7.94759      -0.79476       0.16170       0.4021 
              Csize           10     -16.41905      -1.64190       0.32098       0.5666 
              ProtAng         10      10.37235       1.03724       0.00123       0.0351 
              Area            10       7.39599       0.73960       0.01645       0.1283 
              ProtPerim       10       7.05928       0.70593       0.00456       0.0675 





                                              taxon = 3 
 
                                                                               Standard 
              Variable         N           Sum          Mean      Variance    Deviation 
 
              Length          13       5.10129       0.39241       0.00220       0.0469 
              width           13       7.38081       0.56775       0.00374       0.0612 
              linlng          13      -1.71123      -0.13163       0.00607       0.0779 
              PMrat           13      -4.22726      -0.32517       0.03237       0.1799 
              Bsize           13     -19.59585      -1.50737       0.18691       0.4323 
              Csize           13     -22.34782      -1.71906       0.06988       0.2644 
              ProtAng         13      13.64558       1.04966       0.00461       0.0679 
              Area            13       6.45053       0.49619       0.00737       0.0858 
              ProtPerim       13       6.67611       0.51355       0.00604       0.0777 
              Centro          13       8.10885       0.62376       0.02729       0.1652 
 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
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                                        The CANDISC Procedure 
 
                                Total-Sample Standardized Class Means 
 
                   Variable                  1                 2                 3 
 
                   Length          1.502857067      -0.295683374      -0.812990759 
                   width           1.505911482      -0.355478827      -0.769108852 
                   linlng          1.425693806      -0.372394376      -0.700561576 
                   PMrat           0.753436531      -0.147479138      -0.408164415 
                   Bsize           0.433181138       0.583913062      -0.749058528 
                   Csize           0.058883446       0.093294994      -0.112530843 
                   ProtAng        -0.341615553      -0.008032350       0.242681805 
                   Area            1.516790767      -0.358034557      -0.774674718 
                   ProtPerim       1.455663558      -0.217200403      -0.840689845 
                   Centro          1.169925447      -0.648466150      -0.311128271 
 
 
                            Pooled Within-Class Standardized Class Means 
 168
 
                   Variable                  1                 2                 3 
 
                   Length          7.369286947      -1.449888798      -3.986514965 
                   width           6.339182800      -1.496399549      -3.237588439 
                   linlng          3.454462737      -0.902313309      -1.697463965 
                   PMrat           0.836836066      -0.163803926      -0.453345026 
                   Bsize           0.540785012       0.728959330      -0.935127570 
                   Csize           0.057213943       0.090649831      -0.109340291 
                   ProtAng        -0.340540343      -0.008007068       0.241917982 
                   Area            7.423606004      -1.752323092      -3.791478702 
                   ProtPerim       5.203194361      -0.776371646      -3.005002522 
                   Centro          1.732904800      -0.960514285      -0.460846181 
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                                        The CANDISC Procedure 
 
                              Pairwise Squared Distances Between Groups 
 
                                   2         _   _       -1  _   _ 
                                  D (i|j) = (X - X )' COV   (X - X ) 
                                              i   j           i   j 
 
 
                                      Squared Distance to taxon 
 
                           From 
                           taxon              1             2             3 
 
                           1                  0     155.71813     280.21820 
                           2          155.71813             0      27.87698 
                           3          280.21820      27.87698             0 
 
 
                      F Statistics, NDF=10, DDF=20 for Squared Distance to taxon 
 
                           From 
                           taxon              1             2             3 
 
                           1                  0      50.86981     102.77595 
                           2           50.86981             0      10.86659 
                           3          102.77595      10.86659             0 
 
 
                       Prob > Mahalanobis Distance for Squared Distance to taxon 
 
                           From 
                           taxon              1             2             3 
 
                           1             1.0000        <.0001        <.0001 
                           2             <.0001        1.0000        <.0001 
                           3             <.0001        <.0001        1.0000 
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                                        The CANDISC Procedure 
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                                      Univariate Test Statistics 
 
                                F Statistics,    Num DF=2,   Den DF=29 
 
                     Total       Pooled      Between 
                  Standard     Standard     Standard                 R-Square 
    Variable     Deviation    Deviation    Deviation    R-Square    / (1-RSq)    F Value    Pr > F 
 
    Length          0.2992       0.0610       0.3535      0.9611      24.7027     358.19    <.0001 
    width           0.2889       0.0686       0.3389      0.9472      17.9422     260.16    <.0001 
    linlng          0.3403       0.1404       0.3761      0.8407       5.2758      76.50    <.0001 
    PMrat           0.1849       0.1664       0.1096      0.2417       0.3187       4.62    0.0181 
    Bsize           0.5346       0.4282       0.4075      0.3998       0.6660       9.66    0.0006 
    Csize           0.3749       0.3858       0.0432      0.0091       0.0092       0.13    0.8755 
    ProtAng         0.0496       0.0497       0.0145      0.0586       0.0622       0.90    0.4166 
    Area            0.5842       0.1194       0.6903      0.9609      24.6060     356.79    <.0001 
    ProtPerim       0.3086       0.0863       0.3581      0.9268      12.6578     183.54    <.0001 
    Centro          0.2337       0.1578       0.2134      0.5736       1.3453      19.51    <.0001 
 
 
                                          Average R-Square 
 
                                  Unweighted              0.5919472 
                                  Weighted by Variance    0.6709512 
 
 
                            Multivariate Statistics and F Approximations 
 
                                         S=2    M=3.5    N=9 
 
           Statistic                        Value    F Value    Num DF    Den DF    Pr > F 
 
           Wilks' Lambda               0.00701319      21.88        20        40    <.0001 
           Pillai's Trace              1.60490212       8.53        20        42    <.0001 
           Hotelling-Lawley Trace     54.33638917      52.38        20    30.125    <.0001 
           Roy's Greatest Root        52.68012805     110.63        10        21    <.0001 
 
                    NOTE: F Statistic for Roy's Greatest Root is an upper bound. 
                            NOTE: F Statistic for Wilks' Lambda is exact. 
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                                        The CANDISC Procedure 
 
                                             Adjusted    Approximate        Squared 
                             Canonical      Canonical       Standard      Canonical 
                           Correlation    Correlation          Error    Correlation 
 
                         1    0.990642       0.987887       0.003346       0.981371 
                         2    0.789640       0.733416       0.067616       0.623531 
 
                                                         Test of H0: The canonical correlations in the 
                      Eigenvalues of Inv(E)*H              current row and all that follow are zero 
                        = CanRsq/(1-CanRsq) 
                                                        Likelihood Approximate 
            Eigenvalue Difference Proportion Cumulative      Ratio     F Value Num DF Den DF Pr > F 
 
 170
          1    52.6801    51.0239     0.9695     0.9695 0.00701319       21.88     20     40 <.0001 
          2     1.6563                0.0305     1.0000 0.37646901        3.86      9     21 0.0051 
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                                        The CANDISC Procedure 
 
                                      Total Canonical Structure 
 
                            Variable               Can1              Can2 
 
                            Length             0.988462         -0.059919 
                            width              0.978189         -0.114536 
                            linlng             0.918644         -0.141441 
                            PMrat              0.495709         -0.029342 
                            Bsize              0.423748          0.598755 
                            Csize              0.060490          0.094207 
                            ProtAng           -0.240300         -0.055652 
                            Area               0.985258         -0.115352 
                            ProtPerim          0.971779          0.005668 
                            Centro             0.682698         -0.431729 
 
 
                                     Between Canonical Structure 
 
                            Variable               Can1              Can2 
 
                            Length             0.998835         -0.048262 
                            width              0.995673         -0.092929 
                            linlng             0.992553         -0.121813 
                            PMrat              0.998889         -0.047129 
                            Bsize              0.663935          0.747790 
                            Csize              0.627320          0.778762 
                            ProtAng           -0.983385         -0.181535 
                            Area               0.995674         -0.092919 
                            ProtPerim          0.999989          0.004649 
                            Centro             0.892967         -0.450122 
 
 
                                  Pooled Within Canonical Structure 
 
                            Variable               Can1              Can2 
 
                            Length             0.683979         -0.186387 
                            width              0.581074         -0.305860 
                            linlng             0.314106         -0.217408 
                            PMrat              0.077695         -0.020674 
                            Bsize              0.074651          0.474189 
                            Csize              0.008294          0.058068 
                            ProtAng           -0.033803         -0.035193 
                            Area               0.680478         -0.358148 
                            ProtPerim          0.490175          0.012853 
                            Centro             0.142699         -0.405671 
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                                        The CANDISC Procedure 
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                           Total-Sample Standardized Canonical Coefficients 
 
                            Variable               Can1              Can2 
 
                            Length          3.216734818       0.452208699 
                            width           8.819527774       2.754689522 
                            linlng         -0.056659910      -0.973141248 
                            PMrat           0.454121435       0.342218760 
                            Bsize           1.230504160       1.736088411 
                            Csize           0.320478119      -0.054607999 
                            ProtAng         0.355279657       0.162030526 
                            Area           -3.355221791      -6.565945920 
                            ProtPerim      -1.963960112       3.438324891 
                            Centro         -0.197154585       0.025145446 
 
 
                       Pooled Within-Class Standardized Canonical Coefficients 
 
                            Variable               Can1              Can2 
 
                            Length          0.656005484       0.092221275 
                            width           2.095132537       0.654393273 
                            linlng         -0.023384152      -0.401625826 
                            PMrat           0.408863448       0.308113053 
                            Bsize           0.985661919       1.390646445 
                            Csize           0.329829676      -0.056201462 
                            ProtAng         0.356401404       0.162542115 
                            Area           -0.685538730      -1.341553706 
                            ProtPerim      -0.549444239       0.961917602 
                            Centro         -0.133103773       0.016976292 
 
 
                                     Raw Canonical Coefficients 
 
                            Variable               Can1              Can2 
 
                            Length          10.75234662        1.51156528 
                            width           30.53000824        9.53573660 
                            linlng          -0.16650616       -2.85976463 
                            PMrat            2.45661152        1.85126374 
                            Bsize            2.30170391        3.24741810 
                            Csize            0.85489848       -0.14567077 
                            ProtAng          7.16902480        3.26953947 
                            Area            -5.74319707      -11.23905475 
                            ProtPerim       -6.36502626       11.14331604 
                            Centro          -0.84344563        0.10757455 
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                                        The CANDISC Procedure 
 
                                 Class Means on Canonical Variables 
 
                              taxon              Can1              Can2 
 
 172
                              1           10.62893502       -0.53286822 
                              2           -1.63090492        1.79403038 
                          3           -6.10395123       -1.01111460
 173
Appendix B: Raw CDA Printout for Castle Gardens Marsupials and 
Representative Types Pooled  M1-3 
 
The CANDISC Procedure 
                                          Simple Statistics 
 
                                            Total-Sample 
 
                                                                               Standard 
              Variable         N           Sum          Mean      Variance    Deviation 
 
              Length          46      28.77705       0.62559       0.07956       0.2821 
              width           46      36.08227       0.78440       0.07680       0.2771 
              linlng          46       5.05444       0.10988       0.09932       0.3152 
              PMrat           46     -10.32777      -0.22452       0.03582       0.1893 
              Bsize           46     -52.55217      -1.14244       0.26407       0.5139 
              Csize           46     -76.90142      -1.67177       0.15928       0.3991 
              ProtAng         46      47.38923       1.03020       0.00192       0.0438 
              Area            46      42.50415       0.92400       0.31434       0.5607 
              ProtPerim       46      34.15268       0.74245       0.09317       0.3052 





                                              taxon = 1 
 
                                                                               Standard 
              Variable         N           Sum          Mean      Variance    Deviation 
 
              Length           9       9.76706       1.08523       0.00315       0.0562 
              width            9      11.02468       1.22496       0.00727       0.0853 
              linlng           9       5.32714       0.59190       0.05304       0.2303 
              PMrat            9      -0.99400      -0.11044       0.00281       0.0530 
              Bsize            9      -7.87807      -0.87534       0.20248       0.4500 
              Csize            9     -14.89324      -1.65480       0.07365       0.2714 
              ProtAng          9       9.18633       1.02070     0.0006614       0.0257 
              Area             9      16.51399       1.83489       0.02209       0.1486 
              ProtPerim        9      10.99889       1.22210       0.01282       0.1132 
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                                        The CANDISC Procedure 
                                          Simple Statistics 
 
                                              taxon = 2 
 
                                                                               Standard 
              Variable         N           Sum          Mean      Variance    Deviation 
 174
 
              Length          10       5.47167       0.54717       0.00626       0.0791 
              width           10       6.87245       0.68724       0.00373       0.0610 
              linlng          10      -0.19962      -0.01996       0.00831       0.0912 
              PMrat           10      -2.76985      -0.27698       0.04360       0.2088 
              Bsize           10      -7.94759      -0.79476       0.16170       0.4021 
              Csize           10     -16.41905      -1.64190       0.32098       0.5666 
              ProtAng         10      10.37235       1.03724       0.00123       0.0351 
              Area            10       7.39599       0.73960       0.01645       0.1283 
              ProtPerim       10       7.05928       0.70593       0.00456       0.0675 





                                              taxon = 3 
 
                                                                               Standard 
              Variable         N           Sum          Mean      Variance    Deviation 
 
              Length          13       5.10129       0.39241       0.00220       0.0469 
              width           13       7.38081       0.56775       0.00374       0.0612 
              linlng          13      -1.71123      -0.13163       0.00607       0.0779 
              PMrat           13      -4.22726      -0.32517       0.03237       0.1799 
              Bsize           13     -19.59585      -1.50737       0.18691       0.4323 
              Csize           13     -22.34782      -1.71906       0.06988       0.2644 
              ProtAng         13      13.64558       1.04966       0.00461       0.0679 
              Area            13       6.45053       0.49619       0.00737       0.0858 
              ProtPerim       13       6.67611       0.51355       0.00604       0.0777 
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                                        The CANDISC Procedure 
                                          Simple Statistics 
 
                                              taxon = 4 
 
                                                                               Standard 
              Variable         N           Sum          Mean      Variance    Deviation 
 
              Length           3       1.58744       0.52915       0.00121       0.0347 
              width            3       2.05126       0.68375       0.02503       0.1582 
              linlng           3       0.02733       0.00911       0.00427       0.0653 
              PMrat            3      -0.30537      -0.10179       0.04722       0.2173 
              Bsize            3      -4.82782      -1.60927       0.12718       0.3566 
              Csize            3      -7.00224      -2.33408       0.07901       0.2811 
              ProtAng          3       3.01171       1.00390     0.0000225     0.004740 
              Area             3       2.03904       0.67968       0.03858       0.1964 
              ProtPerim        3       1.98134       0.66045       0.00263       0.0513 






                                              taxon = 5 
 
                                                                               Standard 
              Variable         N           Sum          Mean      Variance    Deviation 
 
              Length           3       1.76127       0.58709     0.0001476       0.0121 
              width            3       2.19933       0.73311       0.00509       0.0713 
              linlng           3       0.51755       0.17252       0.00634       0.0796 
              PMrat            3      -1.20696      -0.40232       0.01372       0.1172 
              Bsize            3      -4.99821      -1.66607       0.16015       0.4002 
              Csize            3      -5.04089      -1.68030       0.06181       0.2486 
              ProtAng          3       3.06875       1.02292     0.0004592       0.0214 
              Area             3       2.51144       0.83715       0.01493       0.1222 
              ProtPerim        3       1.72938       0.57646       0.03805       0.1951 
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                                        The CANDISC Procedure 
                                          Simple Statistics 
 
                                              taxon = 6 
 
                                                                               Standard 
              Variable         N           Sum          Mean      Variance    Deviation 
 
              Length           5       2.12671       0.42534       0.00845       0.0919 
              width            5       3.04037       0.60807       0.00331       0.0575 
              linlng           5      -0.35681      -0.07136       0.00628       0.0793 
              PMrat            5      -0.27705      -0.05541       0.02886       0.1699 
              Bsize            5      -5.36781      -1.07356       0.00670       0.0819 
              Csize            5      -7.25776      -1.45155       0.01849       0.1360 
              ProtAng          5       5.03381       1.00676     0.0000278     0.005271 
              Area             5       2.55912       0.51182       0.00461       0.0679 
              ProtPerim        5       2.39571       0.47914       0.00725       0.0852 





                                              taxon = 7 
 
                                                                               Standard 
              Variable         N           Sum          Mean      Variance    Deviation 
 
              Length           1       0.68209       0.68209             .            . 
              width            1       0.85459       0.85459             .            . 
              linlng           1       0.12901       0.12901             .            . 
              PMrat            1      -0.24263      -0.24263             .            . 
              Bsize            1      -0.91629      -0.91629             .            . 
              Csize            1      -1.02165      -1.02165             .            . 
 176
              ProtAng          1       1.00052       1.00052             .            . 
              Area             1       1.01559       1.01559             .            . 
              ProtPerim        1       0.68813       0.68813             .            . 
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                                        The CANDISC Procedure 
                                          Simple Statistics 
 
                                              taxon = 8 
 
                                                                               Standard 
              Variable         N           Sum          Mean      Variance    Deviation 
 
              Length           2       2.27952       1.13976       0.00126       0.0356 
              width            2       2.65879       1.32939       0.00186       0.0431 
              linlng           2       1.32108       0.66054       0.01996       0.1413 
              PMrat            2      -0.30467      -0.15233       0.00108       0.0329 
              Bsize            2      -1.02054      -0.51027       0.03105       0.1762 
              Csize            2      -2.91877      -1.45939       0.38322       0.6190 
              ProtAng          2       2.07018       1.03509       0.00140       0.0374 
              Area             2       4.01845       2.00923       0.00480       0.0693 
              ProtPerim        2       2.62384       1.31192     0.0002150       0.0147 
              Centro           2       2.25058       1.12529       0.00959       0.0979 
 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
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                                        The CANDISC Procedure 
 
                                Total-Sample Standardized Class Means 
 
          Variable                  1                 2                 3                 4 
 
          Length          1.629548505      -0.278021461      -0.826688596      -0.341907148 
          width           1.589753080      -0.350568378      -0.781738138      -0.363162952 
          linlng          1.529477969      -0.411989743      -0.766324992      -0.319742745 
          PMrat           0.602733359      -0.277227826      -0.531849799       0.648464618 
          Bsize           0.519766181       0.676577266      -0.710154336      -0.908447630 
          Csize           0.042509276       0.074831947      -0.118499692      -1.659514161 
          ProtAng        -0.216888935       0.160649065       0.444398726      -0.600567325 
          Area            1.624671533      -0.328906421      -0.763047683      -0.435782623 
          ProtPerim       1.571373438      -0.119648286      -0.749905268      -0.268653543 
          Centro          1.219558631      -0.616863737      -0.276180890      -0.547949134 
 
                                Total-Sample Standardized Class Means 
 
          Variable                  5                 6                 7                 8 
 
          Length         -0.136488416      -0.709923938       0.200301188       1.822867500 
          width          -0.185062176      -0.636248653       0.253269335       1.966575586 
          linlng          0.198753881      -0.575084134       0.060698740       1.747254566 
 177
          PMrat          -0.939467668       0.893525978      -0.095703011       0.381403842 
          Bsize          -1.018977249       0.134032870       0.440078382       1.230184991 
          Csize          -0.021363591       0.551788483       1.628965352       0.532159263 
          ProtAng        -0.166372356      -0.535259238      -0.677921072       0.111681315 
          Area           -0.154922063      -0.735172093       0.163361258       1.935626781 
          ProtPerim      -0.543800248      -0.862617863      -0.177940850       1.865640969 
          Centro          0.148538980      -0.875329562       0.576441938       1.890698795 
 
 
                            Pooled Within-Class Standardized Class Means 
 
          Variable                  1                 2                 3                 4 
 
          Length          7.422710058      -1.266407650      -3.765625715      -1.557411528 
          width           5.899652843      -1.300976707      -2.901069158      -1.347715799 
          linlng          3.719239543      -1.001837605      -1.863476475      -0.777520099 
          PMrat           0.688962255      -0.316888895      -0.607937873       0.741235968 
          Bsize           0.674965709       0.878599784      -0.922202795      -1.179705455 
          Csize           0.046513052       0.081880065      -0.129660697      -1.815817072 
          ProtAng        -0.215004416       0.159253207       0.440537404      -0.595349076 
          Area            7.616702362      -1.541962336      -3.577281299      -2.043013905 
          ProtPerim       5.173170838      -0.393898108      -2.468788112      -0.884443278 
          Centro          1.971734387      -0.997321008      -0.446518390      -0.885902589 
 
                            Pooled Within-Class Standardized Class Means 
 
          Variable                  5                 6                 7                 8 
 
          Length         -0.621714501      -3.233754343       0.912386244       8.303291914 
          width          -0.686774952      -2.361150434       0.939895113       7.298059927 
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                                        The CANDISC Procedure 
 
                            Pooled Within-Class Standardized Class Means 
 
          Variable                  5                 6                 7                 8 
 
          linlng          0.483310848      -1.398435083       0.147601443       4.248808029 
          PMrat          -1.073870814       1.021356564      -0.109394580       0.435968653 
          Bsize          -1.323238654       0.174054401       0.571483540       1.597511950 
          Csize          -0.023375740       0.603759203       1.782390994       0.582281187 
          ProtAng        -0.164926768      -0.530608442      -0.672030706       0.110710931 
          Area           -0.726297730      -3.446596376       0.765861931       9.074506923 
          ProtPerim      -1.790262911      -2.839852999      -0.585805000       6.141938780 
          Centro          0.240151976      -1.415198379       0.931968633       3.056807384 
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                                        The CANDISC Procedure 
 
                              Pairwise Squared Distances Between Groups 
 
                                   2         _   _       -1  _   _ 
                                  D (i|j) = (X - X )' COV   (X - X ) 




                                      Squared Distance to taxon 
 
From 
taxon            1           2           3           4           5           6           7           8 
 
1                0   149.18017   269.83550   206.99976   173.58852   200.46704    78.51152    
16.00384 
2        149.18017           0    27.42722    19.70758    29.10562    19.21088    40.79502   228.73316 
3        269.83550    27.42722           0    14.30212    21.04675    28.49686    97.20172   382.52605 
4        206.99976    19.70758    14.30212           0    19.10158    24.75686    79.95219   314.61082 
5        173.58852    29.10562    21.04675    19.10158           0    33.04905    55.14418   271.78443 
6        200.46704    19.21088    28.49686    24.75686    33.04905           0    42.70550   282.68405 
7         78.51152    40.79502    97.20172    79.95219    55.14418    42.70550           0   121.28662 




                      F Statistics, NDF=10, DDF=29 for Squared Distance to taxon 
 
From 
taxon            1           2           3           4           5           6           7           8 
 
1                0    53.92801   109.51577    35.54404    29.80698    49.17471     5.39250     1.99857 
2         53.92801           0    11.83073     3.47077     5.12589     4.88698     2.83028    29.09325 
3        109.51577    11.83073           0     2.66048     3.91511     7.85330     6.88817    50.60081 
4         35.54404     3.47077     2.66048           0     2.18663     3.54251     4.57621    28.81173 
5         29.80698     5.12589     3.91511     2.18663           0     4.72906     3.15628    24.88973 
6         49.17471     4.88698     7.85330     3.54251     4.72906           0     2.71592    30.81894 
7          5.39250     2.83028     6.88817     4.57621     3.15628     2.71592           0     6.17072 
8          1.99857    29.09325    50.60081    28.81173    24.88973    30.81894     6.17072           0 
 
 
                      Prob > Mahalanobis Distance for Squared Distance to taxon 
 
From 
taxon            1           2           3           4           5           6           7           8 
 
1           1.0000      <.0001      <.0001      <.0001      <.0001      <.0001      0.0002      0.0712 
2           <.0001      1.0000      <.0001      0.0042      0.0003      0.0004      0.0139      <.0001 
3           <.0001      <.0001      1.0000      0.0193      0.0019      <.0001      <.0001      <.0001 
4           <.0001      0.0042      0.0193      1.0000      0.0490      0.0037      0.0006      <.0001 
5           <.0001      0.0003      0.0019      0.0490      1.0000      0.0005      0.0075      <.0001 
6           <.0001      0.0004      <.0001      0.0037      0.0005      1.0000      0.0174      <.0001 
7           0.0002      0.0139      <.0001      0.0006      0.0075      0.0174      1.0000      <.0001 
8           0.0712      <.0001      <.0001      <.0001      <.0001      <.0001      <.0001      1.0000 
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                                        The CANDISC Procedure 
 
                                      Univariate Test Statistics 
 
                                F Statistics,    Num DF=7,   Den DF=38 
 
                     Total       Pooled      Between 
                  Standard     Standard     Standard                 R-Square 
 179
    Variable     Deviation    Deviation    Deviation    R-Square    / (1-RSq)    F Value    Pr > F 
 
    Length          0.2821       0.0619       0.2921      0.9593      23.5708     127.96    <.0001 
    width           0.2771       0.0747       0.2839      0.9387      15.3088      83.11    <.0001 
    linlng          0.3152       0.1296       0.3085      0.8572       6.0025      32.58    <.0001 
    PMrat           0.1893       0.1656       0.1190      0.3537       0.5473       2.97    0.0138 
    Bsize           0.5139       0.3957       0.3839      0.4992       0.9970       5.41    0.0002 
    Csize           0.3991       0.3647       0.2291      0.2947       0.4178       2.27    0.0495 
    ProtAng         0.0438       0.0442       0.0174      0.1407       0.1637       0.89    0.5248 
    Area            0.5607       0.1196       0.5813      0.9616      25.0275     135.86    <.0001 
    ProtPerim       0.3052       0.0927       0.3099      0.9221      11.8346      64.25    <.0001 
    Centro          0.2315       0.1432       0.2014      0.6769       2.0954      11.38    <.0001 
 
 
                                          Average R-Square 
 
                                  Unweighted              0.6604101 
                                  Weighted by Variance    0.7213995 
 
 
                            Multivariate Statistics and F Approximations 
 
                                        S=7    M=1    N=13.5 
 
           Statistic                        Value    F Value    Num DF    Den DF    Pr > F 
 
           Wilks' Lambda               0.00085534       5.93        70    175.91    <.0001 
           Pillai's Trace              2.97978510       2.59        70       245    <.0001 
           Hotelling-Lawley Trace     56.60608680      22.31        70    94.323    <.0001 
           Roy's Greatest Root        51.11435950     178.90        10        35    <.0001 
 
                    NOTE: F Statistic for Roy's Greatest Root is an upper bound. 
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                                        The CANDISC Procedure 
 
                                             Adjusted    Approximate        Squared 
                             Canonical      Canonical       Standard      Canonical 
                           Correlation    Correlation          Error    Correlation 
 
                         1    0.990359       0.987293       0.002860       0.980811 
                         2    0.857315       0.801241       0.039506       0.734989 
                         3    0.794095       0.746793       0.055069       0.630587 
                         4    0.668791       0.609519       0.082395       0.447281 
                         5    0.323775       0.055472       0.133444       0.104830 
                         6    0.225360       -.049503       0.141500       0.050787 
                         7    0.174643        .             0.144524       0.030500 
 
                                                         Test of H0: The canonical correlations in the 
                      Eigenvalues of Inv(E)*H              current row and all that follow are zero 
                        = CanRsq/(1-CanRsq) 
                                                        Likelihood Approximate 
            Eigenvalue Difference Proportion Cumulative      Ratio     F Value Num DF Den DF Pr > F 
 
          1    51.1144    48.3409     0.9030     0.9030 0.00085534        5.93     70 175.91 <.0001 
          2     2.7734     1.0664     0.0490     0.9520 0.04457570        2.45     54 157.56 <.0001 
 180
          3     1.7070     0.8978     0.0302     0.9821 0.16820296        1.74     40 137.92 0.0099 
          4     0.8092     0.6921     0.0143     0.9964 0.45532496        1.02     28  116.8 0.4530 
          5     0.1171     0.0636     0.0021     0.9985 0.82379069        0.37     18 93.823 0.9904 
          6     0.0535     0.0220     0.0009     0.9994 0.92026173        0.29     10     68 0.9817 
          7     0.0315                0.0006     1.0000 0.96949981        0.28      4     35 0.8920 
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                                        The CANDISC Procedure 
 
                                      Total Canonical Structure 
 
 Variable          Can1         Can2         Can3         Can4         Can5         Can6         Can7 
 
 Length        0.979169    -0.152941     0.019805    -0.051073    -0.041256    -0.051255     
0.017566 
 width         0.970052    -0.137340    -0.021706    -0.028511     0.101105    -0.037719    -0.048271 
 linlng        0.913361    -0.198601    -0.100346    -0.054435    -0.083996     0.048446    -0.217959 
 PMrat         0.333836     0.304202    -0.169375    -0.543401     0.375358     0.367036     0.388558 
 Bsize         0.491015     0.491027     0.321385     0.147262    -0.315652     0.042372    -0.080427 
 Csize         0.141503     0.344425    -0.209660     0.564596    -0.261867     0.254804     0.481201 
 ProtAng      -0.136507    -0.134538     0.242434     0.350423     0.289543     0.377259    -
0.190261 
 Area          0.978724    -0.171054     0.009072     0.000774     0.067076     0.015284    -0.024984 
 ProtPerim     0.947615    -0.131690     0.197264    -0.062139     0.148911     0.010025    -
0.007814 




                                     Between Canonical Structure 
 
 Variable          Can1         Can2         Can3         Can4         Can5         Can6         Can7 
 
 Length        0.990086    -0.133871     0.016057    -0.034874    -0.013638    -0.011793     
0.003132 
 width         0.991581    -0.121529    -0.017791    -0.019681     0.033788    -0.008774    -0.008701 
 linlng        0.977003    -0.183901    -0.086066    -0.039321    -0.029374     0.011792    -0.041114 
 PMrat         0.555911     0.438513    -0.226153    -0.611069     0.204347     0.139080     0.114100 
 Bsize         0.688225     0.595783     0.361194     0.139387    -0.144642     0.013515    -0.019879 
 Csize         0.258159     0.543954    -0.306701     0.695594    -0.156189     0.105782     0.154812 
 ProtAng      -0.360428    -0.307509     0.513261     0.624820     0.249935     0.226667    -
0.088588 
 Area          0.988463    -0.149548     0.007347     0.000528     0.022147     0.003513    -0.004450 
 ProtPerim     0.977325    -0.117573     0.163130    -0.043278     0.050209     0.002353    -
0.001421 




                                  Pooled Within Canonical Structure 
 
 Variable          Can1         Can2         Can3         Can4         Can5         Can6         Can7 
 
 Length        0.672339    -0.390272     0.059668    -0.188214    -0.193488    -0.247532     
0.085734 
 width         0.542660    -0.285523    -0.053278    -0.085601     0.386311    -0.148408    -0.191942 
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 linlng        0.334803    -0.270545    -0.161391    -0.107092    -0.210300     0.124900    -0.567902 
 PMrat         0.057523     0.194796    -0.128053    -0.502525     0.441756     0.444810     0.475899 
 Bsize         0.096118     0.357212     0.276039     0.154714    -0.422036     0.058338    -0.111909 
 Csize         0.023340     0.211121    -0.151732     0.499799    -0.295012     0.295593     0.564165 
 ProtAng      -0.020399    -0.074714     0.158955     0.281041     0.295522     0.396503    -
0.202092 
 Area          0.691667    -0.449243     0.028132     0.002934     0.323768     0.075971    -0.125505 
 ProtPerim     0.470267    -0.242872     0.429533    -0.165505     0.504746     0.034990    -
0.027562 
 Centro        0.179971    -0.298701    -0.141866     0.316395     0.785965    -0.291648    -
0.067117 
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                                        The CANDISC Procedure 
 
                          Total-Sample Standardized Canonical Coefficients 
 
          Variable               Can1              Can2              Can3              Can4 
 
          Length          3.032209623      -0.451324294       0.447970493      -0.299908481 
          width           6.481806873       9.347476265      -3.615836281       0.543677074 
          linlng          0.135824942      -0.581444144      -0.920738259      -0.431682501 
          PMrat           0.440434763       0.849104094      -0.612234042      -0.644176256 
          Bsize           1.167278228       2.260051611       0.192383394       0.342219825 
          Csize           0.421316882       0.083568277      -0.184808300       0.717112997 
          ProtAng         0.340778155       0.316997827       0.168504962       0.525351425 
          Area           -2.720090096      -8.025635059      -0.483953834       0.205992151 
          ProtPerim      -0.878473340      -1.913591755       5.190478162      -0.619927095 
          Centro          0.019532805       0.287012137      -0.509125457       0.763279775 
 
                          Total-Sample Standardized Canonical Coefficients 
 
                   Variable               Can5              Can6              Can7 
 
                   Length         -1.194463341      -3.211829966       1.838427633 
                   width           0.173955027      -3.714922620      -2.627344845 
                   linlng         -0.329106618       0.958156440      -1.494185879 
                   PMrat           0.553113355       0.424859594       0.148563485 
                   Bsize           0.351130273      -0.234718207      -0.696512426 
                   Csize          -0.320461512       0.218514266       0.613562140 
                   ProtAng         0.141395202       0.374234842      -0.411391863 
                   Area           -0.238451576       6.618150281       1.308240567 
                   ProtPerim       0.269770369       0.032423496       1.084643771 
                   Centro          1.336252703      -0.868079260      -0.061676467 
 
 
                       Pooled Within-Class Standardized Canonical Coefficients 
 
          Variable               Can1              Can2              Can3              Can4 
 
          Length          0.665677713      -0.099081713       0.098345435      -0.065840564 
          width           1.746623524       2.518822645      -0.974343240       0.146502231 
          linlng          0.055855842      -0.239109635      -0.378638930      -0.177522547 
          PMrat           0.385310984       0.742832222      -0.535608269      -0.563552670 
          Bsize           0.898877881       1.740382331       0.148147351       0.263530857 
          Csize           0.385050533       0.076374841      -0.168900268       0.655384946 
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          ProtAng         0.343765084       0.319776321       0.169981913       0.529956143 
          Area           -0.580205545      -1.711898430      -0.103229190       0.043938908 
          ProtPerim      -0.266840148      -0.581261928       1.576630614      -0.188305587 
          Centro          0.012081445       0.177522962      -0.314904659       0.472104378 
 
                       Pooled Within-Class Standardized Canonical Coefficients 
 
                   Variable               Can5              Can6              Can7 
 
                   Length         -0.262227130      -0.705110759       0.403600165 
                   width           0.046874884      -1.001043592      -0.707978871 
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                                        The CANDISC Procedure 
 
                       Pooled Within-Class Standardized Canonical Coefficients 
 
                   Variable               Can5              Can6              Can7 
 
                   linlng         -0.135339850       0.394026561      -0.614460122 
                   PMrat           0.483886988       0.371685167       0.129969629 
                   Bsize           0.270392463      -0.180747828      -0.536358512 
                   Csize          -0.292876648       0.199704873       0.560747597 
                   ProtAng         0.142634534       0.377515020      -0.414997723 
                   Area           -0.050862626       1.411676583       0.279052680 
                   ProtPerim       0.081943938       0.009848780       0.329465325 
                   Centro          0.826500024      -0.536925035      -0.038148175 
 
 
                                     Raw Canonical Coefficients 
 
          Variable               Can1              Can2              Can3              Can4 
 
          Length          10.74997580       -1.60006261        1.58817251       -1.06325397 
          width           23.38912174       33.72967825      -13.04747837        1.96181860 
          linlng           0.43097604       -1.84493723       -2.92152619       -1.36973969 
          PMrat            2.32715573        4.48647025       -3.23490351       -3.40367880 
          Bsize            2.27149755        4.39801033        0.37437382        0.66595219 
          Csize            1.05566973        0.20939227       -0.46306364        1.79682921 
          ProtAng          7.78247950        7.23939917        3.84821150       11.99764901 
          Area            -4.85160806      -14.31468606       -0.86318991        0.36741179 
          ProtPerim       -2.87795954       -6.26910278       17.00448435       -2.03093824 
          Centro           0.08439175        1.24003982       -2.19968342        3.29776059 
 
                                     Raw Canonical Coefficients 
 
                   Variable               Can5              Can6              Can7 
 
                   Length          -4.23468480      -11.38677687        6.51770656 
                   width            0.62770388      -13.40502411       -9.48057997 
                   linlng          -1.04426377        3.04025505       -4.74109025 
                   PMrat            2.92252344        2.24486014        0.78497520 
                   Bsize            0.68329173       -0.45675643       -1.35539774 
                   Csize           -0.80296217        0.54751876        1.53736773 
                   ProtAng          3.22909566        8.54654251       -9.39511145 
                   Area            -0.42530708       11.80426756        2.33340451 
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                   ProtPerim        0.88379257        0.10622236        3.55339286 
                   Centro           5.77329788       -3.75054819       -0.26647401 
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                                        The CANDISC Procedure 
 
                                 Class Means on Canonical Variables 
 
            taxon              Can1              Can2              Can3              Can4 
 
            1           10.49368047       -0.83926073        0.00903663       -0.28710612 
            2           -1.42965371        1.13057401        1.68772305        0.15439714 
            3           -5.91059653       -0.93452203        0.06519119        0.49869233 
            4           -3.70209165       -1.03176192        0.18351708       -2.53251822 
            5           -2.35328675       -2.61240795       -2.04316833        0.42684646 
            6           -3.01429968        2.94521095       -1.87733956       -0.58477271 
            7            2.90729388        2.27117787       -2.45010072        1.65962866 
            8           13.51075374        1.16583496       -0.19514665        1.06911676 
 
                                 Class Means on Canonical Variables 
 
                     taxon              Can5              Can6              Can7 
 
                     1           -0.03551284        0.13263295        0.13110560 
                     2           -0.28848069       -0.04471907       -0.02909365 
                     3            0.27154534        0.07162906        0.04461326 
                     4            0.23627482       -0.37486110       -0.06643180 
                     5           -0.73995139       -0.08246637       -0.23784733 
                     6           -0.01172974        0.22758001       -0.01949680 
                     7           -0.04814139       -0.99277212        0.55490329 
                     8            0.64607643       -0.22541456       -0.50678409 
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Appendix C: Raw CDA Printout for Castle Gardens Marsupials  M1-3 
The CANDISC Procedure 
                                          Simple Statistics 
 
                                             Total-Sample 
 
                                                                                Standard 
              Variable          N           Sum          Mean      Variance    Deviation 
 
              AW               25       1.60472       0.06419       0.10013       0.3164 
              PW               25       1.42227       0.05689       0.09190       0.3032 
              L                25      15.56067       0.62243       0.12220       0.3496 
              EntH             25     -17.00950      -0.68038       0.10597       0.3255 
              HypH             25     -22.63629      -0.90545       0.21937       0.4684 
              twoDarea         25      12.32632       0.49305       0.42957       0.6554 
              threedarea       25      44.22509       1.76900       0.46666       0.6831 
              Notchang         25      32.66354       1.30654       0.06041       0.2458 





                                              taxon = 1 
 
                                                                                Standard 
              Variable          N           Sum          Mean      Variance    Deviation 
 
              AW                6       3.37949       0.56325       0.01447       0.1203 
              PW                6       3.24320       0.54053       0.01171       0.1082 
              L                 6       7.25164       1.20861       0.00329       0.0573 
              EntH              6      -1.40662      -0.23444       0.12169       0.3488 
              HypH              6      -1.06379      -0.17730       0.06689       0.2586 
              twoDarea          6       9.45321       1.57554       0.01886       0.1373 
              threedarea        6      17.35398       2.89233       0.05252       0.2292 
              Notchang          6       8.06715       1.34453       0.06531       0.2556 





                                              taxon = 2 
 
                                                                                Standard 
              Variable          N           Sum          Mean      Variance    Deviation 
 
              AW               11      -0.39219      -0.03565       0.02059       0.1435 
              PW               11      -0.17153      -0.01559       0.01070       0.1034 
              L                11       5.38191       0.48926       0.00976       0.0988 
              EntH             11      -9.10975      -0.82816       0.03310       0.1819 
              HypH             11     -11.98581      -1.08962       0.05775       0.2403 
              twoDarea         11       2.72868       0.24806       0.04951       0.2225 
              threedarea       11      16.73528       1.52139       0.04576       0.2139 
              Notchang         11      15.03050       1.36641       0.08162       0.2857 
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              Hypang           11      11.64399       1.05854       0.00382       0.0618 
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                                        The CANDISC Procedure 





                                              taxon = 3 
 
                                                                                Standard 
              Variable          N           Sum          Mean      Variance    Deviation 
 
              AW                8      -1.38258      -0.17282       0.01019       0.1010 
              PW                8      -1.64941      -0.20618       0.00360       0.0600 
              L                 8       2.92712       0.36589       0.00507       0.0712 
              EntH              8      -6.49313      -0.81164       0.00464       0.0681 
              HypH              8      -9.58670      -1.19834       0.01604       0.1266 
              twoDarea          8       0.14444       0.01805       0.03206       0.1790 
              threedarea        8      10.13583       1.26698       0.03110       0.1764 
              Notchang          8       9.56589       1.19574       0.02297       0.1515 
              Hypang            8       9.04576       1.13072       0.00532       0.0729 
 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
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                                        The CANDISC Procedure 
 
                                Total-Sample Standardized Class Means 
 
                   Variable                   1                 2                 3 
 
                   AW               1.577169046      -0.315530508      -0.749022337 
                   PW               1.595378364      -0.239100619      -0.867770423 
                   L                1.676880869      -0.380937157      -0.733872061 
                   EntH             1.369918307      -0.453969910      -0.403230104 
                   HypH             1.554666227      -0.393211387      -0.625334013 
                   twoDarea         1.651598092      -0.373795917      -0.724729183 
                   threedarea       1.644398446      -0.362474453      -0.734896462 
                   Notchang         0.154540577       0.243577519      -0.450824522 
                   Hypang          -0.861400167      -0.137777640       0.835494380 
 
 
                             Pooled Within-Class Standardized Class Means 
 
                   Variable                   1                 2                 3 
 
                   AW               3.958814171      -0.792005554      -1.880102991 
                   PW               5.194086377      -0.778441837      -2.825207256 
                   L                7.110299425      -1.615247270      -3.111759573 
                   EntH             2.121626748      -0.703074555      -0.624492547 
                   HypH             3.374721924      -0.853545967      -1.357415738 
                   twoDarea         5.628146837      -1.273783446      -2.469657889 
                   threedarea       5.440438099      -1.199234788      -2.431380741 
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                   Notchang         0.156043957       0.245947056      -0.455210170 
                   Hypang          -1.089407549      -0.174246543       1.056644658 
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                                        The CANDISC Procedure 
 
                              Pairwise Squared Distances Between Groups 
 
                                   2         _   _       -1  _   _ 
                                  D (i|j) = (X - X )' COV   (X - X ) 
                                              i   j           i   j 
 
 
                                      Squared Distance to taxon 
 
                           From 
                           taxon              1             2             3 
 
                           1                  0     115.26631     186.51250 
                           2          115.26631             0      20.46681 
                           3          186.51250      20.46681             0 
 
 
                       F Statistics, NDF=9, DDF=14 for Squared Distance to taxon 
 
                           From 
                           taxon              1             2             3 
 
                           1                  0      31.64173      45.21515 
                           2           31.64173             0       6.70258 
                           3           45.21515       6.70258             0 
 
 
                       Prob > Mahalanobis Distance for Squared Distance to taxon 
 
                           From 
                           taxon              1             2             3 
 
                           1             1.0000        <.0001        <.0001 
                           2             <.0001        1.0000        0.0009 
                           3             <.0001        0.0009        1.0000 
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                                        The CANDISC Procedure 
 
                                     Univariate Test Statistics 
 
                               F Statistics,    Num DF=2,   Den DF=22 
 
                     Total       Pooled      Between 
                  Standard     Standard     Standard                 R-Square 
   Variable      Deviation    Deviation    Deviation    R-Square    / (1-RSq)    F Value    Pr > F 
 
   AW               0.3164       0.1261       0.3510      0.8545       5.8733      64.61    <.0001 
   PW               0.3032       0.0931       0.3477      0.9135      10.5632     116.20    <.0001 
   L                0.3496       0.0824       0.4086      0.9490      18.6137     204.75    <.0001 
 187
   EntH             0.3255       0.2102       0.3070      0.6178       1.6166      17.78    <.0001 
   HypH             0.4684       0.2158       0.5044      0.8055       4.1403      45.54    <.0001 
   twoDarea         0.6554       0.1923       0.7548      0.9211      11.6681     128.35    <.0001 
   threedarea       0.6831       0.2065       0.7847      0.9163      10.9410     120.35    <.0001 
   Notchang         0.2458       0.2434       0.0937      0.1009       0.1122       1.23    0.3103 
   Hypang           0.0742       0.0586       0.0581      0.4269       0.7449       8.19    0.0022 
 
 
                                          Average R-Square 
 
                                  Unweighted              0.7228268 
                                  Weighted by Variance    0.8486763 
 
 
                            Multivariate Statistics and F Approximations 
 
                                          S=2    M=3    N=6 
 
           Statistic                        Value    F Value    Num DF    Den DF    Pr > F 
 
           Wilks' Lambda               0.00915763      14.70        18        28    <.0001 
           Pillai's Trace              1.67596540       8.62        18        30    <.0001 
           Hotelling-Lawley Trace     33.38410183      24.75        18    19.854    <.0001 
           Roy's Greatest Root        30.96825962      51.61         9        15    <.0001 
 
                    NOTE: F Statistic for Roy's Greatest Root is an upper bound. 
                            NOTE: F Statistic for Wilks' Lambda is exact. 
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                                        The CANDISC Procedure 
 
                                             Adjusted    Approximate        Squared 
                             Canonical      Canonical       Standard      Canonical 
                           Correlation    Correlation          Error    Correlation 
 
                         1    0.984235       0.978805       0.006385       0.968719 
                         2    0.840979       0.796570       0.059758       0.707246 
 
                                                         Test of H0: The canonical correlations in the 
                      Eigenvalues of Inv(E)*H              current row and all that follow are zero 
                        = CanRsq/(1-CanRsq) 
                                                        Likelihood Approximate 
            Eigenvalue Difference Proportion Cumulative      Ratio     F Value Num DF Den DF Pr > F 
 
          1    30.9683    28.5524     0.9276     0.9276 0.00915763       14.70     18     28 <.0001 
          2     2.4158                0.0724     1.0000 0.29275357        4.53      8     15 0.0058 
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                                        The CANDISC Procedure 
 
                                      Total Canonical Structure 
 
                            Variable                Can1              Can2 
 
                            AW                  0.937888          0.058147 
                            PW                  0.970571         -0.037172 
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                            L                   0.984775          0.116318 
                            EntH                0.765540          0.266170 
                            HypH                0.902075          0.155837 
                            twoDarea            0.970309          0.112888 
                            threedarea          0.968725          0.100777 
                            Notchang            0.166822         -0.323363 
                            Hypang             -0.596887          0.339998 
 
 
                                     Between Canonical Structure 
 
                            Variable                Can1              Can2 
 
                            AW                  0.998600          0.052900 
                            PW                  0.999465         -0.032707 
                            L                   0.994946          0.100414 
                            EntH                0.958592          0.284782 
                            HypH                0.989281          0.146027 
                            twoDarea            0.995095          0.098921 
                            threedarea          0.996073          0.088540 
                            Notchang            0.516870         -0.856064 
                            Hypang             -0.899156          0.437628 
 
 
                                  Pooled Within Canonical Structure 
 
                            Variable                Can1              Can2 
 
                            AW                  0.434883          0.082482 
                            PW                  0.583724         -0.068392 
                            L                   0.771361          0.278725 
                            EntH                0.219016          0.232959 
                            HypH                0.361725          0.191168 
                            twoDarea            0.610810          0.217398 
                            threedarea          0.592055          0.188424 
                            Notchang            0.031117         -0.184519 
                            Hypang             -0.139448          0.243000 
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                                        The CANDISC Procedure 
 
                           Total-Sample Standardized Canonical Coefficients 
 
                            Variable                Can1              Can2 
 
                            AW              -5.153240428       1.486843891 
                            PW               4.557831690      -9.929476153 
                            L                4.767123061       3.268546345 
                            EntH            -0.974279598       1.599764903 
                            HypH             1.256422391      -1.002929371 
                            twoDarea        -4.323929402       7.952792371 
                            threedarea       5.122142119      -3.172461979 
                            Notchang         0.282951746      -0.528652782 




                        Pooled Within-Class Standardized Canonical Coefficients 
 
                            Variable                Can1              Can2 
 
                            AW              -2.053021672       0.592350148 
                            PW               1.399950933      -3.049866767 
                            L                1.124270159       0.770848386 
                            EntH            -0.629084950       1.032956070 
                            HypH             0.578808418      -0.462029304 
                            twoDarea        -1.268871221       2.333772925 
                            threedarea       1.548191963      -0.958891812 
                            Notchang         0.280225694      -0.523559562 
                            Hypang           0.096549983      -0.197104429 
 
 
                                      Raw Canonical Coefficients 
 
                            Variable                Can1              Can2 
 
                            AW              -16.28572233        4.69885446 
                            PW               15.03479307      -32.75408778 
                            L                13.63726747        9.35030210 
                            EntH             -2.99294454        4.91440819 
                            HypH              2.68256119       -2.14133354 
                            twoDarea         -6.59723723       12.13397653 
                            threedarea        7.49811968       -4.64405302 
                            Notchang          1.15122349       -2.15088795 
                            Hypang            1.64656554       -3.36142328 
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                                        The CANDISC Procedure 
 
                                 Class Means on Canonical Variables 
 
                              taxon              Can1              Can2 
 
                              1           8.976460478       0.668076285 
                              2          -1.519777403      -1.589201417 
                              3          -4.642651430       1.684094735 
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